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THEY ARE READY FOR THE FRAY

The Black Cat
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County Yesterday Had War Chest 11% Full Knox County Men And Women Face Sixth

—Loyal Prison Inmates

War Loan Effort With High CourageHave Good Organization

Percy Keller, Campaign chair
man for Knox County, reports that
the county has reached 77% of its
quota. Rockland Is about $3,000
, short cf its goal of $8500 and if
Rockland can go "over the top" it Is
i felt that the balance can be raised
to make the county 100%.
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for two years. Mrs. Peck is also a
Wheaton graduate, and has been
in Hawaii with her husband. They
are both members of the Hough
Avenue Baptist Church of Cleve
land, Ohio. They ar$ awaiting
/Friday night.
Mr. Peck is a Wheaton College passage to their new field of labqr.

Rev and Mrs, William Lloyd Peck
newly appoint^}, n^uslonaries to
• India by the OouwWative Baptist
Foreign Mission Society, are to
speak at the First Baptist Church
B Ph , and Noithern Baptise Semi
nary, B. D., and has been in Hawaii

The Rotary Club

The public is invited to hear the
Pecks. The service will be at 7.30

Heavy Sardine Pack

District Governor Turner Last Year’s Total Is Already
Exceeded By 100,000
Tells Of His Travels In
The Quebec Province
Cases
Rockland Rotarians received an
Maine sardine canners have al
official visit from Perley S. Turner, ready exceeded their total of 1943
Governor of the 193d District of Ro by some 100.000 cases although fin
tary International, Friday. Mr. al reports of the 1944 pack have not
tabulated,
Commissioner
Turner, superintendent of schools been
M*
Greenleaf,
of
the
Sea
and Shore
9 a\ Sanford, told a story of especial
Fisheries Department stated. Dur
interest to Rotarians, of his travels
ing lf.13, Maine packers produced
in Quebec Province, where he visit 2,353,270 cases of fish and reports to
ed 19 clubs, nearly all of which are date that the 1944 pack Is just
French speaking.
short of a quarter million cases,
He discussed some of the prob Greenleaf said.
lems above the border; described a
This rise in production is attri
model town of 2200 population, buted to an increase of herring
where a large paper mill turns out supplies along the coast, especially
newsprint at the rate of 437 tons a J during July and August. August,
day; told of some political strains w’as a banner month when 14,000,between French Catholics and Eng 000 pounds of the silver fish were
lish Protestants; and mentioned one caught in coastal seins and weirs.
of the clubs visited at which meet Due to the shortage of experienced
ing began at 10:30 p. m., and ended help many canneries were forced to
at 3.30 a. m.
curtail production although there
Governor Turner said he was the were plenty cf herring to be
only Rotarian from the 193d Dis ’ packed. Greenleaf said.
trict who was at an assembly in i But in the face of labor and matChicago this Fall attended by only ' erial shortages, the sardine indust
403 representatives. In normal times ry has done everything to up pro
such assemblies are attended by duction and it is believed that the
more than 1000. Governor Turner total 1944 pack will be comparable
talked with three Rotarians, not at to the 1941 high mark of 3.136.276
the same time, one from New Zea cases, Greenleaf concluded.
land, another from Australia and a
A great pecentage cf the Maine
third from Manila Each, when pack has gone to Lend Lease and
asked how long he thought the war the armed forces but in recent
with the Japanese would last, an months some production has been
swered, ‘ four or five years." He con released for civilian consumption.
cluded his inspiring talk with a dis
cussion of the strong and weak
points of Rotary’ in practice, con Remember The Aged
tending that, “The whole of Rotary
should be greater than the sum of
City Matron Corbett Will
all its parts."
Jerome C Burrows, with Stafford
Supply Names For Those
M. Congron at the piano, led the
Who Will
, song session. Vice President Horatio
C. Cowan, presiding, repeated on the Editor of The Courier-Gazttte:—
condition of President Elmer B.
About this time of the year a
Crockett, who Is up and dressed for number lof friends ask regarding the
a while each day, and is gaining Old Age Assistance recipients. If
slowly. Dr. Charles D. North, at there are any who wculd like some
tending physician for Lloyd E. Dan thing special for Thanksgiving and
iels and Allan F. McAlary, reported such as fruits, sweets, and cookies,
to club members as to their condi cake, canned goods etc. as these
tion Governor Turner was intro friends would like to supply It. I
duced by Mr. Cowan.
feel there are others who would
like tc cheer these aged people up—
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette and knowing a number of them, I
$3.00 a year
will'Jbe (very happy to supply names
and addresses—providing the friend
will deliver their own gift and visit
even if only for a moment.
These
people get lonesome,
CASHIER WANTED Christmas is Ifor the children—but
Thanksgiving for the aged, who like
to go back in memory to the long
ago and live again the days of their
APPLY MANAGER
youth.
Helen Corbett
City Matron
Tel.
663-M.
PARK THEATRE
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. Pour towns already "over the top”
I include Friendship, where the Fire
Department worked hard to raise
an extra $125 above its quota. Cam
den went “over" by $1,030 and Owl's
Head toy more than $100. Hope
cleared above their $300 quota also.
• • • •
A gift of $75.80 from 60 inmates
of the Maine State Prison to the
Thomaston War Chest, was report
ed this week by Harold Dana, trea
surer of the Thomaston committee,
which brings the Thomaston total
to date to $1,875 toward the $2,200
goal.

This sum given by the prisoners
represents a real sacrifice, for the
only spending money most of them
have is what is earned toy making
articles which can be sold at the
Prison display room. Fifteen of the
prisoners earned $30 to contribute
to the War Chest drive by making

Pleased The Parents

How Education Week Was
Observed By Our Two
High Schools
In observation of American Edu
cation Week, ^he,-Senior and Junior
High Schools held night sessions,
so that parents might visit the
schools, Wednesday and Thursday
nights, when the regular afternoon
classes were held. Approximately
250 guests visited the Senior High
session and 180 the the Junior High
session.
Boys' gym classes, conducted by
Mr. Bowden, consisted of gymnas
tics and a basketball game. The
girls’ gym classes, conducted by
Mrs. Helen Overman gave aPastel
Drill with each girl 'wearing a paitel
colored sweater and an exhibition
with the following pupils: Gene
vieve Mair, Natalie Nash, Gloria
Ristaino, Mary Uvonen, Margaret
Dennis, Madeline (Rubenstein, Lulu
Nystrom Louise Nystrom, June
Barton. Emily Molloy Avis William
son Gayle Rogers. Anna Lind', Ra
mona j [Niles, Mona 'Joyce, Virginia
Chapman, Joyce Wotton, Carolyn
Candage, Lois Tracy, Joan Hunt,
Marion Johnson, Priscilla Ander
son, Cynthia Knowlton, 'Norma
Howard, Nathalie Post, Frances
Fuller, Katharyn Stevens, Margaret
Packard, Dorothy Benner, and Jean
Yeung.
An exhibition of Stunts and
Tumbling was given by Mary Lou
Duff, Virginia McOaslin, Maxine
Skinner, Gayle Rogers, (Lynne Rog.ers, Ramona Niles, Joan Gardner,
Margery Westcott, and'June Barton.
Lighting was handled by Robert
McWilliams ,iand Cresswell Gamache.

Senior High classes conducted
were Algebra, Problems of (Democ
racy, Civics. English, Oral English,
Biology, Geometry, General Science,
Stenography, Typewriting, Book
keeping, Junior Business Training,
U. S. History, French, Home Eco
nomics (Drawing, Mathematics, and
Machine Shop.
At the Junior High session on
Thursday evening a flag drill was
given, under the direction of Mrs.
Overman. This consisted of coun
termarching, criscrcss, heart, ball,
arch, flag salute and "The Star
Spangled Banner.”

LINOLEUM

ROOFS—A new roof in time will

save cost of nine.
SIDEWALLS

NOTICE

—

Winterise

—

Trinidise and Modernise.

We are now ready to take more BODY
* \
and FENDER work by appointment only.

Elmer Nelson, formerly of the ROCKLAND

BODY AND FENDER SHOP, expert in this
Work, being with us.

Awarded Bronze Star

TRINITYLE FLOORS—Cleanli
ness and Beauty. A kitchen in
style. Why not walk on Trinityle.

CALL ROCKLAND 1494

THE TRINIDAD STORE
468 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND. ME.

Matlnicus,
Knox County faces the respon Vinalhaven |$30.000;
sibility of raising $1,260,000 for the $25CO; Washington. $15,500 and
Sixth War Loan between Nov. 20 South Thomaston. $15000.
Chairman Wood's Camden Dis
and Dec 16. This drive coming in
trict, $336,000 includes Appleton,
$15000; Camden, $265,000; Rock
port $40,000 and: Hope, $15,000.
The sum of $218,000 is allotted to
Chairmad Elliot's Thomaston Dis
trict including Cushing $18 000;
Friendship. $26 000; St. George,
$25,000; Thomaston, $100,000 and
Warren, $50 000.
An executive committee associat
ed with Chairman Robinson in-

(By The Roving Reporter)

Paint, properly used, and1 this has
no reference to feminine lips, makes
for decided improvement. I have
in mind the Wlggin-Glover house
opposite the Post Office on Limerock street, where pure white trim
mings have replaced the somtAr
ones long In use. [The contrast on
the brick structure Is both striking
and ipleasing to the eye.

Leoin A. Dodge
Distr
trlct Chairman

the all important last ditch battles
for the winning of World War II
is of more ‘ vital importance than
any of its predecessors becau e
great amounts of men and1 material
must be 'poured) into the maw of
battle to clinch the victory now in
our grasp.

The raising of this sum rests on
a well knit organization, headed by
Chairman Joseph W. Robinson of
the Rockland District with Charles
C. Wood of Camden and Frank D.
Elliot of Thomaston as heads of
their reepective districts. 'Respon
sible for the whole district, em
bracing Knox and Lincoln counties
is Leon A. Dodge of Damariscotta
who has filled that position with
success since the beginning of the
war.
The (Rockland1 District under Mr.
Robinson comprises these towns
and quotas, totalling $697,000. Isle
au Haut, $4X0; North Haven,
$20,030; Owl's Head. $6000; Rock
land, $560,050;
Union, $55,000;

eludes E J. Hellier, I. Lawton Bray,
Joseph Emery, H. C. New begin, C.
A. Rose, Jr., Ralph L. Wiggln.
Ernest Keyw’ood, L. E. MoRae, H. P.
Blodgett, Harold S Leach, Law
rence Miller and Joseph E Blaisdell.
Lawrence Dandeneau will lcok after
the
important theatre
angle,
Kennedy Crane will head up the
merchants group, Mrs. H C. Cowan
will head the women of the county
and Mrs. Marguerite Perry will be
chairman of the 'Rockland women.
John M. (Richardson is chairman
of publicity.

For Heroic Service

Begins Nov. 20

Joseph W. Robinson
Rockland Chairman

Bronze Star Medal Posthu Knox And Lincoln Counties
mously Awarded A Rock
Asked To Raise $1,900,land Soldier
000 In 6th War Loan

Bernard B. Cohen M Sgt.

15tih AAF. in Italy — (M'Sgt.
Bernardi B. Cohen, 28. of 21 Fulton
street, Rockland, has been awarded
the Bronze Star for meritorious
achievement in 'direct support of
combat operations. He is a Line
■Chief in a B-17 Flying Fortress unit
of the 15th Air Force.

TALK OF THE TOWN
The appropriations resolve for
$292,496 for 1945 was passed by the
City Council at the meeting last
night, $277, 146 of which will be
raised by taxation. Alderman Wiggin’s order prohibiting erection of
buildings on the site at the corner
of Limerock and White streets, was
tabled until the next meeting. Two
orders for street lights, one by Gay
street place and a second on Cam
den street terrace, were referred to
the lighting committee. The annual
city meeting will be Nov. 20.

Fred C. Gatcombe, Charles C.
Wotton, William D. Talbot and
Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., have been
elected directors of the Chamber of
Commerce for three years.

Mrs. Flora Crocker has had as
guests. Miss Florence Kempf, edu
cational director of the Massachu
setts General Hospital, and Miss
Eleanor Page Bowen, instructor,
Boston University, School of Educa
tion.

The Christmas tree is said to have
been introduced into the British j
Isles when Albert came to England ,
in 1840 to wed Queen Victoria.

-

small souvenjers such as picture
frames, jewel boxes, and necktie
racks, for a'special War Chest table
shown at the showroom. The bal
ance of $46 was given in cash by 45
prisoners, from their accounts, and
also for the most part represents
money earned by selling articles
made by them at the prison. Dep
uty Warden Theodore Rowell, who
kept the accounts for the War Chest
gifts of the prisoners, said that a
number of men had 'also been buy
ing War Bonds during the five War
Loan Drives.
With Thomaston only $325 short
of its quota it is hoped that the bal
ance can be made up by additional
gifts turned in direct to the treasur
er, Harold Dana, at the Thomaston
National Bank, this week, as the
active solicitation is now completed.
• ■ • •
\
Mrs. John Stevens’ name was
omitted from the list of workers in
Ward 2 of the War Chest Drive,
which appeared In the Friday issue
• • • •
Mrs. George Crockett chairman of
the Rockport War Chest, reported
that $1COO. 50 had been raised
leaving only $100 to make the $1100
quota. Mrs. Crockett or Albert
(Rhodes, treasurer, will collect con
tributions, towards making this fin
al $100, if doners will call either
one of these persons, or the captains
in the several communities.
• • • •
A. Alan Grossman, chairman of
Rockland’s War Chest campaign,
reported this morning ho change In
figures since last published, but
said he would have a report for Fri
day’s issue of this newspaper.

Richard E. Harrington, Cox. U. S.
N. R„ 6on of Mr and Mrs. Chester
Harrington of Rockland, has been
spending a 26-day leave with his
family, after serving eight months
overseas, where he took part In two
invasions. He is now in Norfolk for
further training. His address Is:
Rec Station, Bks. 11-A, South An
nex, Norfolk, 11, Va.

With U. S. Army Forces In New
Caledonia—A Bronze Star Medal
for heroism has been posthumously
awarded to Technician Fourth
Grade Hanson D. (Merrill by Major
General Frederick Gilbreath, com
manding general of the South
Pacific Base Command. Sgt. Mer
rill was the husband of Mrs. Helen
Merrill of Rockland, (Maine.
Sgt. Merrill was killed, Nov. 1,
1943, while fighting a fire which fol
lowed an explosion at a South
Pacific Base.
The citation accompanying the
medal reads:
“For heroic service in an effort
to save valuable government equip
ment, so vital to the furtherance of
the war effort, during a disastrous
explosion at a South Pacific Base.
Facing certain death, he neverthe
less remained at his post surrounded
by exploding ammunition and con
tinued to perform his duties, there
by upholding the highest tradition
of the United States Army. His
bravery, which cost him his life,
played an important role in the
final control of the inferno.”
Sgt. Merrill was a member of the
Ordinance Department.
PUBLIC WARNING A
Monroe Island is under State protection.
All trespassers will be
prosecuted to the full extent of the
law.
Lieut, (j. g.) ANTHONY FAUNCE
Owner
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Maine's total quota in the 6th
War Loan Drive will be $53,006,000,
It is announced by the Maine War
Finance Committee. The Campaign
begins Monday, Nov. 20 and con
tinues through Saturday, Dec. 16
State War Finance officials oeclare
that this will be the most important
drive thus far and that special
emphasis will be put on individual
sales.
In a statement issued in connec
tion with the quota announcements,
Phillips M. Payson, State Chair
man, says: "The major emphasis
in this 6th War Loan Drive will be
placed on sales to individuals.
Maine’s quota for individual sales
will be $27,000,000. This quota was
set by the Treasury Department
and is based on various financial
factors which are the same factors
the Treasury Department uses in
setting the quotas for each state.
“There can be no question about
the necessity for this 6th War Loan
Drive. Our armed forces are fight
ing desperately to bring this war to
a successful conclusion and we, on
the home front, must supply funds
to provide equipment for them to
accomplish this much desired re
sult.”
The quota for Region 4, which
embraces Knox and Lincoln coun
ties is $1.900XXX) subdivided into the
following amounts;
E Bonds, $436,000
Individuals, including E Bonds,
$1,502,000.
Corporations, $396,000.

NOTE THIS COTTAGE VALUE!

(V) (Richard
Rockland

778 MAIN ST.,

TEL.202-W

Our truck will pick up eggs on return from regular
deliveries. No handling charge.

TEL. ROCKLAND 673
H.
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B. PLENTY OP EMPTY CASES
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Simmons.

It I had my Ute to Uve again I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loss of these
taste* is a lost of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.

Richard Elmer Monroe, South
Thomaston.
Lewis Arthur Mills, Martinsville.
THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER
Oliver Walter Korhonen Rock To die for those who kipw him not—
land.
To lx entombed 'nej.-.h nameless
sod—
Robert Alvah Graves, South Was wasted
sacrifice his lot?
Thomaston.
Is he forgot by man or God?

IIIIVIIMillllllll

ROCKLAND, ME.

Floyd

Edward Leslie Estes, Rockland

Buy War Bonds and Stamps

SWIFT & CO.

In -the April, 1944, Issue of “The
American Neptone" appears a de
tailed and authentic account of the
long career of the schooner Polly.
I am indebted to Marion Cobb Ful
ler. former of Rockland, attached to
the Maine State Library staff for
the following extract:
", . .The Polly’s days finally came
to an end in 1917 when she took a
Names of children who went to
cargo to Quincy, Mass., and never Makertown School 53 years ago, in
left port. She was hauled along I the little red schoolhouse: Ella
side the Baker Yacht Basin wharf Raekliff, Maud Raekliff, Etta Rackon Town River and was slowly liff, Alice Raekliff, Eugene Rackhacked to pieces for firewood. By liff, Edgar Raekliff, Walter Rackthe Fall of 1918, she was stripped liff, Carrie Raekliff, Helen Maker,
and ripped apart, never to go to sea Herbert Maker, Bert Maker, Law
again . . . There is one thing no one rence Maker, Grace Maker, Mar
can take aiway from the Polly: she garet Maker, Alice Andrews, Jennie
sailed the seas continuously for one Andrews, Rosie Andrews, Nellie
hundred and thirteen years, and Andrews, Frank Hix, Helen Hix,
for this she remains an outstanding Stanley Simmons, Maud Simmons,
tribute to the lasting qualities of Joseph Bend, Eugene Tingely.
American-built vessels and to the Teachers were: Sadie Barnes, Effie
skill of American ishlpbuilders.’’
Davis, Rose Venner and Nellie Luce.
«r —O
I am indebted to Jennie Howard of
The Florida hurricane of Oct. 19 Nobleboro for this list.
Is still much in the mind of Forrest
K. Hatch or Rockland who was in
I wonder that pigeons do not
the midst of It at St. Augustine have indigestion, for whenever I
Following his personal experiences see them they are eating and they
and newspaper reports he sends me eat materials that a goat would
some very fine pictures which he ' scorn. But there’s one advantage
took at the time, and which leave about their bill of fare; they don’t
no doubt as to the flooded condi have to Use points.
tion of ®t. Augustine streets. Un
der date of Nov. 10 (Forrest writes
The Nashua (N. H ) Cavalier Is
there were no street lights yet, and responsible for the following item:
that he carried a flashlight when
“Walter W Morse boasts that he
he went out, on account of rattle knows of no one Who can get as
snakes. “But boy, it is sure nice," much clothing into a traveling bag
he adds, “in spite of hurricanes and as his wife Given the same amount
of clothing (to pack, Betty will get
rattlers.”
it all in and have space to spare.
In the old days when there was Walter will always have some pieces
dramatics a-plenity at Farwell & left over for Which he can find no
Ames (Hall, local amateurs present- room. He says she accomplishes
ed“Neighbor Jackwood" about every this result because she not only
so often. I have a time faded bill plans for the whole but for each In
of one of these plays. In the cast dividual piece. Walter says all this
were A. F. Ulmer, W. O. Fuller, Jr., reminds him of the way some peo
Dr. F. E. Hiichcock, A. J. Tolman, ple pack their days. Some get a
Walter i(Burpee, H. C. Chapman. J. lot into them, because they plgn
E. Marhsall, I. T Lovejoy, Jno. properly, and some are always pant
Crockett, W. C.'Low, c. E. Burpee, J. ing because at the end of each day
A. Burpee, M. W. Mowry, Mrs A. F. they haven't been able to get done
Ulmer, Mrs. H. D. Jellerson, Miss the jebs called for by 'the day. They
Eva Macomber, Mrs. G. T. Adams, are simply poor packers.”
Miss Helen M. Snow, Miss Caddie
“Have you any good books on
Pierce, Miss Etta O. Conant, Miss
Maine?” was the question put by a
Kitty Burpee, Miss Annie Berry.
young woman at the Huston-Tuttle
• Kezie, writing in Aunt Anne’s store the other day. “Oh, yes" re
column in the Ellsworth American plied Kitty “and I have just finished
gives her mother’s way of doing reading an especially good one, en
pears. "Pears are a tame-tasting titled “High Tide at Noon.” Ever
fruit so mother added vinegar to hear of it?” "I have," said the cushers. She peeled them and set them tomer; “I happen to be the author
in salt water till ready, then stewed of it.”
them, making a simple sirup. In
One year ago: Announcement
w’as made that the city debt had
been reduced by $23,749—Percival
H. McCuslck was killed when
08 To The Wars
struck by a Belfast truck at the
corner of Main and Park streets.—
Under call 62, 11 Knox County Nearly 200 attended the Naval Sec
men left last. Wednesday for the tion Base's farewell party.—.Among
Induction center in Portland with the deaths: Rockland, Mrs. Everett
Richard Simmons as leader. The O Philbrook, 78; Rockport, Albert
list follows:
T Carroll, 81; (Rockland. Mrs. Fred
(V) Norman Edward Smith, Haining, 50; (Rockland, Mrs Colby
A Moore, 63; Rockland, Charles W.
Union.
(V) Walter Chester Meservey, Ap Lee. 72.
pleton
(V) Millard Warren Genthner,
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Thomaston.

NATIVE EGGS WANTED

ROWLINGS GARAGE

the first jar as she filled them, she
put a handful of raisins in the next
one a few cloves, in the next, a
stick of cinnamon, and her fourth
had a sweet-scented geranium leaf,
tucked on top, from a nutmeg gera
nium
A dash or nutmeg was
added to this for her special use."
She also writes that 50 years ago,
an aunt forestalled the modern de
hydrating idea with this recipe:
"Prepare dandelion greens as for
cocking, lay them on cheesecloth to
dry When dry', pack in paper bags
When ready to try them for a din
ner, soak them overnight, lay in a
steamer with slices of salt pork over
them and steam until done. They
were very nice,” she concluded.

Cottage at Crescent Beach, completely fur
nished. Electric lights, fireplace, bathroom, arte
sian well, electric pump, 2-car garage.

Apply J. A. JAMESON
TEL. 17 or 456-R

Wreckers are swiftly demolish
ing the bulk of the old bay steamer
Vinalhaven which lays at the Algin
Co., wharf at the rear of The
Courier-Gazette office Pilot house
and most of the salon deck struc
ture is already gone and the pass
ing of the old ship makes a decided
change in the skyline of Lermond’s
Gove.

Say not unknown because unnamed!
A trait of soul like his shall need
Naught else to hold forever famed
The glory of his martyr deed
Th? more remembrance shell be his
Because Identity Is gone.
The mystery of who he Is.
Is cloud with sunset oeauty shone.
And sometime Holy Writ doth tell.
All that is hid shall be ,unveiled
Hero and name, to God known well.
Shall be brought forth, acclalrhed,
ail-hailed

—By ^ibert M. Croaa

t

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

The Courier-Gazette

WORKING FOR VICTORY

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Draw nigh to God and He will
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
draw nigh t<J you—James 4:8.
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 cnanged its name to the Tribune.
Book Review These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
-x » o
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
TWICE-A-WEEK

[EDITORIAL]
The Green Years. A novel by A.
J. Cronin. Little, Brown &t Co.
Boston.

The name of this author gives
zest to desire fcr his latest publi
cation. Archibald Joseph Cronin
herein offers his huge following of
readers once more a heart thrilling
story richly rewarding in the study
of life and conditions in a Scottish
town. The characters are drawn
with precise exactness of living
reality, are clearly Iworth study, to
watch the development into man
hood of the sensitive trusting lad
deprived of his parents, then adopt
ed into a family of his mother’^
relatives. He gets to the top
through crushing difficulties, and
makes friends with the great mass
of persons met.
All the characters are drawn with
the infinite skill known to this art
ist. Dr. Cronin. You will love the
old reprobate, Grandfather, and the.
Grandmother ln spite of all her
peculiarities, the hard driven
mother to make ends meet and all
other characters, especially the hero
of the bock, a richly rewarding
book to read. Kathleen S. Puller
The Four Years. By Ebert D.
Thomas.
Ziff-Davis
Publishers,
Chicago.
’ihose who hold the thought that
the world will be all rosy with per
fection when peace comes, are go
ing to be sadly fooled. Years it will
take to master tha balance again in
confidence.
The world will face many issues
unstable for
democracy. E.beft
Thomas, the recognized scholar in
the field of government speaks in
this book with skill and authority.
His position is sound and convinc
ing. This country's foreign policy
was intended to be and must be
elastic and it must have flexibility
as well as adaptability.
This book, “The Four Fears" will
put your mind on the alert for
needed knowledge. Utah's senior
senator’s intimate knowledge of af
fairs is so well told in this book It
would be your sad loss to miss it.
Kathleen S. Fuller
“ADAMS ALE” BALLAD

'let With "Unbounded Applause”
When Sung By Jennie Lind

A curiosity in an 1853 copy of the
Maine Farmers* Almanac, which
was published by Nash at Augusta,
is a rather long ballad entitled,
"Adam's Ale,” which was ‘‘composed
expressly for Jenny Lind, and sung
by her, with unbounded applause,
at the Hydropathic celebration on
Round Hill, previous to her de
parture for Europe.” It was cred
ited to Otto Goldschmidt, who was
her husband. The first two verses
will illustrate the style:
"Old Adam, good man, while threshing,
one day,
His crop of wild oats, exhausted and
pale.
Bethought him of something to mois
ten his clay.
And what should It be but his own,
sparkling ale?
"So he hies to a spring not far off
from thence,
And dips with his hat, for want of a
pall.
And sits himself down by the side of
a fence.
And takes a long swig of clear Adam's
ale.”

Of course, the reader is thinking
that £>1 years have cured prima
donnas of singing "Adam’s Ale” to
any audience and expecting “unbounded applause.” — Lewiston
Journal.

75^ Can Yoa Save
Can Save a

Remove labels, wash and flatten used
cans. Put in separate container next to
^•ur_trash_can. Save for local pickup.

HEAR BETTER
—win new friends!

NEW

Or.e cf the most remarkable features of
SALTONST ALL’S the Presidential election was the tremendGREAT
ous majority given to Gov. Saltonstall of
VICTORY
Massachusetts in his candidacy for United
States Senator, in spite of the fact that
President Roosevelt carried the State by 89.835 The result
was a tribute to Gov. Saltonstall’s brilliant record in the
Bay State, and if there is a free for all contest for the Re
publican presidential nomination four years hence it is quite
certain to find the Bay State’s now Senator among the fore
most candidates. Knox County is especially proud of Gov.
Saltonstall as he is numbered among its Summer residents,
with a home at North Haven. This locality will watch with
much interest his career in the U. S. Senate.

We have already had much to say about
CHRISTMAS the merits and success of the Christmas
Club saving plan, and now from “Christ
CLUB
mas Club, a Corporation we learn that
SAVINGS
$520,000X03 will be distributed among seven
million members by 4830 banking and saving institutions
and other organizations during Pcst-War Prosperity Week,
which starts Ncv. 27. The total distribution is 20% ahead of
last year and represents a high since the year of the bank
holiday. The average per-member distribution Increased to
approximately $70 as compared with $56 last year. The use of
Christmas Club checks this year shows a substantial in
crease in percentages applied to War Savings Bonds,
Permanent Savings and government urged, anti-inflationary
purposes. A recent cross section survey indicates the esti
mated fund of $SCO£O0,OCO, will be used by the recipients ap
proximately as follows: Permanent Savings, 26%; War Sav
ings, 19%; Insurance Premiums, 11%; Debt Retirement, 10%;
Taxes, 8%; Christmas Purchases, 29%; Unclassified, 1%; tctal
100%.

Radio broadcasts the past week have
THAT
laid heavy stress upon the new long-range
LONG RANGE rocket used by Germany. Dire predictions
ROCKET
are made as to its probable effect upon
Great Britain and the indiscriminate toll
which will be taken there by the deadly weapon. Some
sources are inclined to discount the new weapon's power,
but this is not calculated! to quiet the frayed nerves who have
seen families and hemes blasted out of existence, and who
know not when their own turn may come. Retaliatory
methods have been discussed in some quarters, and the hint of
poison gas has crept into the picture, but the Allied nations
view askance any such methods so long as they can be
avoided.
President Roosevelt rode down Pennpylvania Avenue Friday to receive the
public acclaim which his great victory just
ly earned for him. In his first press inter
view he was asked as to a fifth term, and
laughed heartily, but humorous as the question might seem
it received no negative reply, or at least none which was
recorded by the press or radio. Tire war may be over by that
time, unless No. 3 has been started. Meantime if President
Roosevelt' desires to remain on the high pedestal where the
voters have placed him he can help his cause a lot by im
proving some of the distraught and ridiculous domestic con
ditions which have existed in the twelve years of his reign.
RECEIVED
WITH
ACCLAIM

The Rural Electrification AdministraLET THERE tion numbers among its post-war plans an
BE
expansive program in which half a milLIG1IT
lion dollars will be expended in bringing
electricity to 1300 unserved consumers
within three years after materials and manpower have be
come available. One does not travel very’ far in the Pine Tree
State without finding communities which have light and
power generated by electricity, and this but serves to em
phasize the plight of those localities where the kerosene lamp
and the lantern still hold sway.

Radio commentators were busy Sunday
night with the interrogations as to tbe
OH WHERE whereabouts of Adolf Hitler, whose voice
IS HITLER? has not b^en heard by the German people
since July 21
Speculation covered all
guesses from death to insanity, althoughptnere has never been
much doubt about the latter since the war began. A lot of
us can think of cne place w’here we wish he was.
WHFRE

Generals are judged by what they have
GENERALS done; politicians by what they promise to
OR
do or claim to have done. —Press Herald.
POLITICIANS?
But it was the latter group which ap.
pears to have been given special considera
tion at the recent presidential election.
The Navy has opened a special
training program in radar for men
between the ages of 17 and 53, and
previous experience in the electrical
is not necessary’ to qualify. Re
cruiting Officer William Mullen
who is located at the U. S. Employ
ment Office, Rockland every Fri
day, stated today.

Rockport Farm Bureau will meet
with Mrs. Nellie Hall. 21 Ocean
street Rockland, Thursday. Sub
ject of the meeting, “Reclaim the
Family Wardrobe" members will
take soup dishes, and other dishes,
silver, sugar and butter.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

RADIONIC
HEARING AID
COMPLETE
Model A-2-A

With Neutral-Color
Earphone and Cord

Vs V'S; V.’ s

GOODNOW’
its
MLCSeklPTION DRUGGISTS
TE£ IIISW • MAIN 4. PARK STS.

84-tf

Many Cars Stolen

KNOX SUPERIOR COURT

Twelve Maine youths enlisted in
the Navy here Tuesday and took
examinations for specialized train
ing in radar. The course offers a one
year's training in the field and a
petty officer's rating upon gradua
tion. The group included Lawrence
A. Wade of Lincolnville Beach.
• • • •
An Eighth Air Force Fighter Sta
tion, England—Staff Sgt. Arthur
Lind, son of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Lind, 9 Linden Street, Rockland,
Maine, is an armorer, in a fighter
squadron at this Eighth AJr Force
Fighter Station in England which
was commended by Brigadier Gen.
Jesse Auton, Wing Commander, for
the part lt played in the destruction
of 43 enemy aircraft and the dam
aging of 23 others on a Germanheld airdrome recently.

who went through training with
him were made heroes by holding
back a group of Germans for fortyeight hours with no food' or sleep.
• • • •
Cherry Point, N. C. — Marine
Corporal John W. Hill cf Thomas
ton has been promoted to that rank
from Private First Class at this the
largest air station in the Marine
Corps. Corporal Hill, sen of Mrs.
Edith C. Hill, 16 Dunn street,
Thomaston, is on duty as an avia
tion control tower operator at an
outlying airfield near Cherry Point
Before enlisting in the Marines he
was a waterfront supervisor for the
Walsh-Driscoll Construction Co. at
Port of Spain, Trinidad, British
West Indies.
• • • •
Dana C. Gurney G. M. lc son of
Mr. and Mrs. Z. C. Gurney of Appleton is spending a 33-days’ leave
from the Navy among his friends
and relatives.

Gen. Auton pointed out that it
required the cooperation of every
member of eveiy organization
on this field to prepare the way for
and to support its commanding offi
cer, Col. Hubert Zemke,>and his
To the People
fighter pilots in their strafing run
over the enemy airdrome. The mis
of this Community
sion began as a bomber escort as
The Victory Volunteer goes by
signment, but after the bombers
many names in the Sixth War
had dropped their loads on the en
Loan. Sometimes he or she is
called a Gallant, sometimes a
emy field, Col. Zemke and his fight
Blue Star Brig
er pilots raked the area again and
adier or perhaps
again until almost every plane in
a Bondadier.
Whatever the
view was either destroyed or dam
designation, he
aged.
or she is per
• • ♦ •
forming a prac
.4 ' .
* . •J '
tical patriotic
Lieut? (J. g.) Franklin B. Comery.
service. In this
son of Mrs. Lillian • Comery, Thom
community in
aston, is a member of the famous
the next few
weeks you will
Black Cat Squadron, which recently
meet many of
received the Presidential Unit Cita
them at work, in
tion. Lieut: Comery, pilot on a Navy
the theatres, at your workshop,
in the banks and in your home.
Catalina flying boat, has served in
Remember one thing: you do
the South Pacific area for 16
ndt do them a favor when you
months. His wife, Mrs. Virginia
buv an extra War Bond. You
help your country, your fighting
Comery, and daughter, Sandra
relatives and friends and your
Jeanne, live in Thomaston.
self. The Victory Volunteer gives
• • • •
his time and his energy in a
great cause. He or she makes it
Mrs. Earnest Thompson recently
easy for you to do your duty by
received an interesting letter from
buying at least one extra $100
her husband. Pvt. Thompson now j War Bond over and above your
regular bond purchases.
can wear three campaign ribbons;
THE EDITOR.
also a silver star ribbon with two
silver stars indicating he has
participated in two major battles. Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
He also said that two of his buddies
$3.00 a year

Smyrna Field, Tenn.,—John E.
Dodge, Jr., of Rcckland who before
the war operated a flying circus and
aviation schools in various Maine
cities, has just been promoted to
the rank of major at this B-24 Lib- ;
erator bomber pilot training cen-:
ter. Major Dodge is chairman of
the Smyfna Army Air Field Stand
ardization Board, which regulates
methods of instructing combat pi- I
lots. His duties also include the per- t
Iodic checking of seme 150 B-24 fly- ’
ing instructors fcr proficiency and ■
standards of instruction.
Major Dodge at the age of 36 is a;
veteran of more than 15 years fly
ing experience, having begun his
aviation career in St. Louis in 1928.
The following year he organized
the Pine Tree Air Clowns, a flying
circus, and performed with it
throughout Maine. In 1929 he
turned to instruction and between
that time and 1939 he operated pri
vate flight instruction schools in
Augusta, Bangor and Rockland.
With the intensified preparation
for war aviation in 1939, Major
Dodge became associated with the
Civilian Pilot Training Program and
was connected with this activity as
a flight instructor in Raleigh. N. C.,
and Chicago until early in 1942. At
that time he joined the pioneering
TWA four-engine pilot training
school at Albuquerque and trained
bomber pilots there until being
called to active duty and assigned
to Smyrna Field in the Summer of
that year. He was a B-24 flying in
structor at Smyrna until his ap
pointment to the Standardization
Board 18 months ago.
Commissioned originally as a sec- !
ond lieutenant, Major Dodge was .
promoted to first lieutenant Oct. 23.
1942, and to captain March 8, 1943.
Major Dodge is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. John E. Dodge, Sr., of
Netftcn Highland, Mass., who have
a Summer home at Spruce Head 1
near Rockland.

W •

Twenty-one persons were admit
ted to citizenship Friday morning
before Judge Fellows.
(Hugh
OFlynn, Naturalization Examiner,
of Portland was pre'ent to present
the cases to the Court. After
granting the petitions Judge Fel
lows addressed the new" citizens as
follows:
“I am slways thrilled when I wit
ness this ceremony. I only wish
more people in the State of Maine
could witness it The greatest honor
in the world is to be an American
citizen. You have taken a most
solemn oath.
“The oath is given in two parts.
One part is where you rencunce all
allegiance to any sovereignty to
which you have heretofore been a
subject You have divorced your
self from your old country and you
are married to this country. Ln the
second part you have all sworn to
obey the constitution and laws of
this country The constitution is
not cnly words on a piece of paper,
but it is our manner of life. The
oath you have taken is to uphold
and defend the laws.
“I want to say to you that many
people who have been bom to citi
zenship do not’seem to appreciate
being an American I know that
you do. I know that you are the
best of good moral character and
you will do your best in the future
to uphold this manner of life of
ours andi to continue to make this
the best homeland on earth. As I
look into your faces I want to con
gratulate each cne of you. I also
want to congratulate us that you
are citizens."
The list follows: Frances Tran
quillo, 27 Limerock street, Cam
den, native cf Italy; Howard Elmo
Crozier. 16 Hill street, Rockland,
native' 08 Canada; Clara Maria
Hanson, Long Cove, native of
Sweden; Hjordis Lilly Thorvaldsen
of Glen Cove, native of Norway;
Harry Magitz of 17 Lindsey street.
Rockland, native of Lithuania;
Walter George Penney, of 55 Cedar
street, Rockland, native of New
foundland; Aurelio Cavarsan, of 20
Maverick street, IRockiand, native
of Italy; Charles Beecher Fairweather, 15 Myrtle street 'Rockland,
native of Canada; Fannie Emilia
Heikkinen, of) Warr^i, native of
Finland; Charles August Heino, 206
Old County read, Rockland, native
of Finland; Helga Marie Swanholm
and Carl Johan Swanholm, both of
7 Thatcher street, Thomaston, na
tives cf Norway; Abraham Benson,

CONOM

Rockland Man Promoted To
Major — What His
Duties Are

of Tenant's Harbor, native of Eng
land; Arthur Aronsen, 61 Suffolk
street IRockiand. native of Norway;
Arvid Carl Johnson, Long Cove, na
tive of Sweden; Anderson Sterner
Alexandersson of Long Cove, native
of Sweden, name changed to An
ders Stanley Carlson; Vilma Mahlmaki of 237 West Main street.
Thomaston, native of Finland, name
changed to Vilma Maki; Richard
Yoe McCoubry Canty, 40 (Water StRockland, native cf Nova IScotia;
Bronislawa Frankowski, 26 Old
County road, Thomaston native cf
Poland, name changed to Blanche
Frahkcwskl; Dagmar IHulda Lovisa
Malmstrom. Long Cove, native of
Sweden; and Betsy Swanson of
Clark Island, native of Scotland:
The following cases on the crimi
nal docket have been filed: State
vs James E. McPhee and Edwin H.
Kcl^rmann. Jr., breaking and en
tering in night time with intent to
commit larceny; Dorothy M. Wal
ters and Hector A. McDonald, adul
tery; Ralph Demmons, assault and
battery; Marcia Andrews, forgery;
Isabelle Thuiyton, wanton and las
civious in speech and behavior;
Perry MdEdwardB and Jesse Hilt,
breaking, entering and larceny.
William C. Reed, charged with
non-support of minor children was
sentenced to nine months in jail;
sentence suspended.
Placed on
probation pending compliance with
order to support minor children.
Two cases against Harold Pease
for breaking, entering and larceny,
were continued for sentence be
cause the respondent is entering
military service. Harry E. Wilbur
appeared for respondent
A case against Chester Bullivan
Gray, Jr., for breaking, entering
and larcenyi has been continued for
sentence, as the respondent was
involved in the cases with [Harold
Pease.
Adelbert Benner was arraigned
and pleaded guilty to a charge of
larceny but the case was continued
fcr sencence to allow 'the respond
ent to enter military service.
The two secret indictments have
been entered on the docket, both
against Jc~eph, C. Richard' fcr es
caping from the Thomaston State
Prison C. S. Roberts has been ap
pointed by the Court to represent
the respondent.
• • • r
The Traverse Jury organized yes
terday) afternoon
as
follows:
Charles Wheeler, St. George, fore
man; Frederic Bird, Rcckland; Irv-

During thQ,past few months many
automobiles have been stolen in
this State. Very few of these cars
were stolen by ' professional car
thieves. A great many were stolen
by juveniles. We do not believe that
these thefts were mace for the pur
pose of disposing of 'the oars for
financial benefit but- just to either
get a thrill or take a short ride or
as a means of transportation from
one place to another, as many cars
were recovered within a short dis
tance from the< place from which
they were stolen. Occasionally somo
damage has been done before re
covery and usually the gasoline
tank is empty. In many instances;
valuable property has been stolen
ct damaged.
We ask motorists when they
leave their cars parked, whether it
be in the business section cf a city,
the residential section, or out on
the ooen highway, to take the igni
tion keys out of the switch and lock
the doors. This should be done even
when the car is put in a personal
garage with the garage door locked.
When the people who have lest
their automobiles report the theft,
the police ask this question: “Was
the key left in the car?” and tne
answer usually is “yes”.
We believe that if the motorists
will co-operate with us and removithe ignition key from the switch
and lock the car doors, that the
number cf stolen automobiles will
be greatly reduced.
Lieut George I. Shaw. Director.
Division of Traffic & Safety
Maine' State Police

ing Ccndon, Thomaston. Mrs. Annie
Denniscn, South Thomaston; Mrs.
Ada Dyer Dickens, Camden; Ches
ter Dyer, North Haven; Anson
Glidden Rockland; Burton T Hall.
Hcpe; Raymond Maddocks. (Appleton; Mrs. Alice Marston. Rockpcrt;
Mrs. Martha K. Fuller, Union; and
Perley Nash, Cushing. Supernu
meraries Mrs. Ruby Kalloch, War
ren; Percy Lattard, Camden; Ar
thur L. Orne, Rockland; and' Mrs.
Hazel Roberts, Vinalhaven.

GRANGE CORNER
News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

Penobscot Virw Grange meets
Thursday at 8 p. m.
Buv War Bonds and Stamp*
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the stormy highways of

the sub-infested Atlantic, Ja
son Ripple, ship’s officer, returned
to Maine and the sea-coast town
of his birth. Here he found
smoldering conflicts: the still
Jdazing feud of the Ripples and
the Redferns . . . the problem of
Bill Queer, who ran away to sea
’’•to cheat the gallows” . . . and
Nina Redfern, whose love for
Jason was tainted by the bitter
ness of generations. A turbulent
story, rich in dialogue and lusty,
humorous characters.
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Auspices Rockland
C tl 4.1
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A Choral Society for St. Peter’s
Church is in process of formation
with 28 starting members. Miss
Harriette Wooster is chairman of
the organization.
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Lt. Paul C. iMorton, U.S.N.,
chaplain at the Naval Base, will
speak of “The experience of a sea
going Padre;*’ before the Baptist
Men’s League Thursday night. Lt.
Morton has been on active duty ln
the Pacific and is a very Interesting
speaker. Chicken Supper at 630
■
p. m.
J7c> . >.

I-othrop—At Knox Hospital. Nov 8. to
Mr and Mrs. L. E Lothrop, a daugh
ter—Diana Marie.
Shields—At Quincy. Mass Nov. 6, to
Mr and Mrs. Donald Shields of Vinal
haven. a son.
1
Estes—At Knox Hospital, Nov 13. to
Mr and Mrs. Roy M. Estes (Joanne
Home), a daughter.
Afheam—At Rockland. Nov. 11. to
Mr. and Mrs Maurice G. Athearn, a
son.—Robert Glenn.

Children’s Book Week is being
observed Nov. 12-18 at the Public
Library. Books for children are on
display.

MARRIED

Knox and Lincoln Past Noble
Grand Association will be enter
tained at I O O P. hall, Wednesday.
Visiting members are asked to
furnish sweets.
High water washed out a section
of the Little River temporary
bridge, Belfast, in Friday night’s
storm holding up traffic on that
V route.

ONE OF THE HOME STRETCH BOYS

Mrs. C. Maxwell Ames arrived
home from Louisville, Ky., yester
day and is visiting her father, May
nard L. Marston, while her husband
Second Lieut. Ames stationed at
Fort Knox, Ky„ is taking a month’s
special course at Washington and
Lee University, Lexington, Va.

Nov.16—Ba.pt 1st Men's League meets.
Nov. 17—Educational ClUto picnic at
home of Mrs. Lena Merrill.
Nov. 20 6th War Loan Drive begins.
Nov. 23—-Thanksgiving Pay.
Dec. 1—Christmas Pair at So Thom
aston Grange Halt
Dec. 7-8—"Seven. Sisters,* Senior
class play.

l Upham-Barlow—At Thomaston. Nov
I 10, John Upham. Jr. and Gwendolyn
Barlow, both of Thomaston—by Rev.
Herbert W. Flagg.
Miller-Fuller—At North Waldoboro,
Oct. 29, Pfc. Luther S Miller of Wal
doboro and Mae E. Fuller of St. Oeorge.
by Rev Mary S Gibson.
Morris-BeaJ—At Rockland, Nov. 11,
James J. Morris and Elinor Beal, both
of Rockland'—by Rev. J. Charles Mac
Donald
Novflcka-Munro—«A|t Rcbkland. Nov.
11. Neil Novlcka of Detroit and Esther
W Munro of Rockland—by Rev. J.
Charles MacDonald.

DIED
Henderson—At Thomaston, Nov. 10,
Sherrill K. Henderson, age 8 yrs. 5
mo. 3 days, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Henderson.
Whitehouse—At
Tenant's Harbor.
Nov. 10. L. R. |A. Whitehouse. Funeral
Tuesday at 2 o'clock from Davis fu
neral home, Thomaston.
Interment,
South Parts cemetery, St. George
Easton—At Medford. Mass., Nov 13
Lizzie M . widow of Wallace E. Easton,
formerly of Camden. Committal serv
ice Thursday at 1 p. m. at Mountain
View Cemetery, Camden.
j

The National Red Cross has an
immediate critical need for assist
ant field directors, to serve over
seas Men wanted, 35 tc- 45 years of
age, with college background or
broad community experience, and
physically fit American citizens.
Clearance from War Manpower and
Selective Service is required. Can
IN MEMORIAM
didates should see recruiting officer
TO JENNESS
“Just tell them that you saw me, but you didn't see me saw.” But
the Red Cross, 447 Main street, In loving memory of our dear son the genial Frank Brown saws lots of “wood”'every day, and the boys al
Rockland, 2 to 4 p. m.
and brother, Jenness (Robbins, who ways find liim smiling.

Mrs. Beatrice Widdecombe ha:
received word from Sailors Snus
Harbor of the death of her uncle
Capt. John iH. Pettee, age 74. He is
survived by a brother, Oliver Pettee
of this city. Funeral services were
held at 10 a. m. today at the Chap
el Staten Island, N. Y.

The memorial service held in thi
Methodist Church, in Waldoboro
Sunday honoring Burnell Mank anc
eight other young men who have
made the supreme sacrifice frorr
that locality, was attended by Mr
and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, Lutie
Jones, Floyd Benner. Alton Foster
of the Central Maine Power Com
pany where young Mank was em
ployed at the time of entering the
armed forces of the U. S. Also Mis:
Virginia Bowley, Lt. (j. g.) Mile.'
Sawyer of the U. S Maritime Serv
ice and his brother Hazen, and Mrs
Phyllis Kirk, all of Rockland. Beau
tiful flowers paid glowing tribute
and added to the words of praise
from the Minister of the Church.

died Nov. 10. 1934.
A white ship sailed from its moorings
At the close of a beautiful day
And out with the tide lt glided
And silently sailed away.
A vay to the fair horizon
Where clouds wall up the skies
It drifted into* the darkness
Too deep for tear dimmed eyes
But /wo know (beyond the shadows
Eeyond the purpling west
Lies the perfect part Jtrf Heaven
Where our Son has found hls rest
Kind, gentle of upec-ch and. manner •
Honest, loving and true
He has left this world of purs better
Just for his having passed through.
Father. Mother, Ruth, Priscilla and
Lawrence.
|
I

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our father Al
bert T. Carroll who passed away Nov.
14, 1943.
He sees their footsteps falter, when
their hearts grow weak and faint:
He jnarks when their strength is fall
ing, and listens to each complaint
| He bids them rest for a season, for the
pathway has grown too steep;
And folded ln fair green pasture.
He glveth hls loved ones sleep
•
-Hls Family
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our darling
mother and grandmother. Elizabeth
M Sawyer, who passed away (Nov. 12,
1938.
Not a day do we forget you.
In our hearts you're always near:
We who loved you, sadly miss you
As there dawns another year.
Deeply missed by her daughter, Mrs.
Josephine Sprague and granddaughter,
Helen Sprague Spauldlnig. I
•

The Eighth Grade Girl Scouts |
met Thursday afternoon at the j
Salvation Army barracks. Christ- j
mas plans were talked over and
there was work on merit badges
Those present were: Barbara Jackson. Dawn Payson, Barbara Gold- 1
smith. Verna Waldron, Marion j
Tra£y, Ruth Roberts and Dorothy i
Curtis. Mrs. Christopher S. Roberts ]
is the leader and Mrs. Bernice ’
Jackson is the assistant leader.

The Albert H. Newbert Associa
tion holds its meeting this week on
Wednesday night, with Mrs. Matie
Spaulding. Mrs. Nellie Dow and
Mrs. Frances Morse as house
keepers.

The Honor Roll group of the Con
gregational Church will meet Wed
nesday at 2 o’clock in Servicemens
room, Community Building to work
on Christmas cards.

News was received here yesterday
of the death of Fred W. Powers,
former manager of the Rockland
plant of Armour & Co. He was a
resident of Portland. Death was
due to heart ailment.

More Talk of the Town on Page 6

A fine record for Rockland
! gardens. Nov. 14 nwny varieties
of blossoms could be found in the
sheltered localities. Of course this
is unusual but is one of the sea! son's delights. Marigolds rich as
the crown of a king are still found
j and many others.
•
------Excellent progress is being made
by constructor Ervin Curtis on the
new Newberry block, arising on the
site of the old burned store. Base
ment work is completed and" the
main floor structure is being put
in place.

Seven chapters were represented
at Friday night's meeting of Golden
Rod Chapter, O.ES. zSupper was
served under the charge of Mrs.
Laura Maxey. The degrees were
conferred upon Mr. and Mrs. May
nard Wiggin. Mr. andi Mrs. Carl
Philbrook, Mrs. Edith Duncan, Mrs.
Marion Lowe, Mrs. Lencra Cousins
and Miss Barbara Griffin. A col
lection for United China Relief will
be taken at the first meeting in
December.

For that last minute Christmas
gift to your service man (oc w»man) what could be better than a
subscription to his home town news
paper or hls favorite magazine?
RESOLUTIONS
Courier-Gazette $3.00 pr. yr. Many
Whereas, our Brother. Fred Rice,
special service rates on magazine
of Llmercck Valley Pomona
rates. Thank you. Hazel Bohn, Jr. Gatekeeper
Members of the Mission Circle of
Grange, has been removed by death
Tel. 722M.
90*95 from this earthly sphere, and.
the First Baptist Church please
Whereas. Brother Rice was a good,
faithful Brother, a gentleman, and for take notice. Take gift boxes to the
7RUMMAGE SALE
many years a gallant soldier ln the Missionary meeting Friday night.
AT

Congregational Church
SATURDAY, NOV. 18
AT 9 O'CLOCK

91*92

BEANO
MASONIC TEMPLE HALL
EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT
8.15 o’clock
Auspices Motor Corps Girls
102Tlf

SPECIAL BEANO

Temple Hall, Rockland
Every Wednesday
Starting at 2.15 o'clock

SPECIAL PRIZES
Auspices Rockland Motor Corps
L la
<
81-T-tf

$
BUU’.fSS

OPPORTUNITY
The business property and
apartments known as ANDREWS
BLOCK ln Warren Village is
For Sale. Now occupied. For
detaits apply to—

RALPH ROBINSON.
WARREN,

BURPEE ■

United States Army,
Be lt Resolved that this Pomona
Grange has suffered loss, and hereby
expresses Its sorrow.
Be lt further Resolved, that a copy of
these Resolutions be spread ,on our
records and that they be printed ln
The Courier-Gazette.
MARY NASH
F. L. S MORSE.
LILLIAN RACKLIFF.
Committee on Resolutions.
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my appreciation
and thanks to all kind friends for cards
and gifts while I was a patient at Knox
Hospital; also to the nurses for their
kindness and to Dr
and Dr.
North.
Mts. H Maude Orbeton

CARD OF THANKS
We wish we could personally thank
our friends and relatives for their
presence, gifts and cardi<, all of which
made our Golden Wedding observance
a day of pleasure, but unable to do so.
we take this means of letting them
know how much their efforts Were ap
preciated.
Charles and Laura Copeland. Oscar
and (Nettle Copeland.
South Warren.
•
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks
and appreciation to friends, neigh
bors and employes of Camden Ship
building and Martne Railway Co for
many kindnesses, messages of sym
pathy and beautiful floral tributes
during our recent bereavement.
Mrs. Robert W. Studley. Mr. and
Mrs. Charles A. Studley. Miss Agnes
Studley. Mr. and Mrs. Rae L. Newton
and family.
Olencove. Nov. 13. 1944
•

Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
second floor, 18 School street, Odd
Fellows Block. City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
prices.
80-tf
Visit Clinton F. Thomas, optome
trist for a pair of good glasses, 492
Old County Road, Rockland Me.
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m. Mon
day, Wednesday and Saturday.
Phone 590 City.
38-tf

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
Tel. 662

TELS. »•—1174-M
114-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

9 CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

iVfa/]

SCHOOL HIGHLIGHTS
Mr Grant acted as chairman at
the semi monthly meeting of the
Junior and1 Senior High School
faculty. Several members of the
faculty gave reports of the various
meetings which they had1 attended
at the Maine State Teacher's Con
vention which was held this year in
Lewistcn and Auburn. Mr. Smith
reported on the meeting of repretentatives of the various local
teacher's organiations, and Mr.
Adams upon the truancy in the
6-year high school. Mr. Blaisdell
stressed the importance of main
taining high standard in the class
room in order that our boys an<J
girls be as well equipped as possible
to meet the challenge cf current
and post-war society. A general
discussion followed the reports. The
next meeting will be held in the
school library Monday, Nov. 20,
with Miss Rogerg of the Rockland
Public Library as guest.
• • • •
The first Pitt,Parker special as
sembly was presented Friday, Nov.
10 for Senior andi Junior High.
Alonzo W. Pond, African explorer,
was speaker. When Mr. Pond
came back from Algeria. North
Africa, he decided to tell others
about his journeys because he be
lieves the joys of exploration should
be shared. He showed many colored
slides of the Sahara desert, the
adobe, thatch-roofed huts, the cam
els, and the plateaus of the Sahara
where it often snows.

The ‘coming salon exhibit of the
Knox County Camera Club will be
under discussion at tonight’s meet
ing and photographic equipment
will be auctioned off.

Temple Hall, Rockland
MONDAY, NOV 20
’ AT 8.00 P. M
Special Holiday Prizes
Turkeys, Chickens. Ducks
And Other Good Prizes
REFRESHMENTS
Benefit Rockland .Motor Corps
Girls
91-32

•

Prof. Wilbert Snow, Spruce Head’s
distinguished son who has been
elected
Lieutenant-Governor of
Connecticut.

Some persons on the road from
Portland to Rockland Sunday
counted 50 deer strapped onto
automobiles between these two
cities—treasures of the hunt.

SUPPER
TOWNSEND CLUB NO. 2
SPEAR HALL, WED., NOV. 15
FROM 5.30 to 7.30
Supper 35c

25% WOOL

Colors are

I

Rose-Blue-Cedar-Green !
Special

Did You Have

On The Run?
We know how it is. Only today
we received another shipment of
those husky o'coats and topcoats
that we have been talking about.
It looks as if this ‘run* will be
on us.
But when you step in front of
a mirror, you’ll want to just
stare at yourself. Those Mt.
Rock and Lambak overcoats will
give you a real thrill.
Run in and see them today be
fcre they run out on some other
customer's shoulders.

TOPCOATS
$43.50
FEATHER BEANO

•

iful Satin Bindings!

If you haven't read Liberty lately,
you’re missing plenty! For Liberty
is a different magazine now. Get i
the new Liberty from your news
dealer today.
91-T-93

Ask ){fur
Grocer

e

Lady Pepperell Blankets

And Don’t Forget Lady Pepperell Sheets!

Your Breakfast

VACUUM
PACKED
IN JARS

•

If the 6th War Loan drive has
as much success all over the coun
try as it has had in Rockland High
it will bo the most successful one
since the war began. In the first
week of the drive R.HS. has al
ready exceeded its original quota of
$2000 and returns are still rolling in
at a good rate. We have doubled
our quota to $4000 and certain un
official factions in the school think
we may have to triple it. The rooms
which were outstanding in the
amount of money collected last
week were; Seniors, $797 20: Miss
Brown's room, $563 75. Citizens of
Knox County, just watch our drust.
—George Berliawsky.
;
• • • •
Principal Blaisdell's Ibok of sur
prise and pleasure was indeed great
Monday noon when his faculty
crowded about the lunch table,
where
he
sat,
all
singing
“Happy Birthday To You.’” He was
presented with a gift, and then a
huge cake bearing candles (not
counted) was brought in All wished
him many happy returns of the day.

GOOD CLOTHES

Stephen Haskell.
formerly of
Stonington, is confined to his home
with a broken leg. The accident oc
curred while he was smelt fishing i
over the week-end and was due to

COFFEE

North Africa, showing the customs

of the Algerians their buildings and
traditional dress He exhibited na
tive-made- blankets, baskets, ori
ental rugs, hand embroidered
scarfs. At the close of the assem
bly, Mr Pend expressed the hope
that he had given a clearer picture
of the region where some of our
service boys have been stationed
for nearly two years.—Joan Abbott.
i • • •
A football social was given Friday
night by the Student Council. The
entertainment was a movie “Life
With Henry’’ and the music for
dancing was providel by Wayne’S
Music Makers Apples were sollicited for refreshments.
• • • •
The Cheer Leaders had a jam
session in the gym Monday night
after school ln order to raise money
to buy new uniforms. Those in
charge of the tickets were Sylvia
Christofferson and Virginia Farrell;
music, Edith Carr and Beverly
Glendenning; refreshments, Lor
raine Iott, Maxine Skinner and
Marguerite Matthews advertising,
Virginia McCaslin and Mary Lou
Duff. The tickets were made bj
oommercial department students,
Nadine Fuller, Ruth Skinner, and
Betty Wellman.—Mary (Lou Duff.
• • • •
The Navy Recruiting Officer met
all Senior High boys Friday morn

Congratulations

Senter Crane’s

Word has just come to the Ken
nedy Cranes that their two sons,
Captain Lawrence Crane and Lieut.
Kennedy Crane, had two days to
gether at Honolulu, where Lieut.
Crane is located Captain Laury, a
distinguished doctor in the army,
was chosen to fly from the South
Pacific to Honolulu with wounded,
and it was in that Hawaiian met
ropolis that tfie brothers met and
did some golf stunts together.

GARDEN
of ALLA

He also had moving pictures of
Algiers and other coastal cities of

ing. He explained the opportuni
ties and privileges of those ln the
Navy and showed a movie of the
various ranks given.
He said
■’When you 'join the (Navy you are
a member of a great fighting team.
You will play your part in the big
gest. hardest 'jcto that decent men
ever hact to face.”
To get into the Navy one must
have good health, good eyesight,
and good hearing because one un
dergoes a rigorous physical train
ing program. All boys interested
are asked to meet him at the local
employment efflee—George Bunker.

GREGORY’S

General satisfaction is expressed
over the placing of the city's traf
fic signals cn “Caution” eliminating
the delays of stop and go neqessary
during heavy traffic.

a fall.

Funeral Home

Ambulance Service
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OVERCOATS
$55.00
HEAVY WOOL SHIRTS
$5.00 to $9.00

GREGORY’S
TEL. 2..

Other Blankets at

SEINTERfCRAINE'S

include

KENWOOD-CHATHAM-NORTH STAR-NASHUA

WASH WOOLS

WOOLFOAM

|C3
< WoolFoam

After hours of
dancing, working or playing
be fragrantly sweet with...

MARTHA LEE

CREME
SACHET

A BOX

wool SPARKLES WITH
CLEANLINESS AFTER A
WOOLFOAM WASHING

AbuU Lox Woot by aWooi

A smooth cream that
leaves your skin soft and
fragrant for hours.
Choice of 4 delightful
odors: Springtime, Adora
tion, Persuasian and De
sire.

9O*lt
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T?lpoh^ue 78
IS Sgt. Roger Miller of Maxwell
Field, Montgomery, Ala., has been
pa: dng. a furlough with his parents,
Mr and Mrs. John H Miller.
Mrs. J A. Duane has closed her
house and gone to Quincy, Mass,
for the Winter.
Mrs. Fannie Bums has closed her
house on Benner Hill and is in New
York for the Winter.
An article of interest to residents
here is taken in pa t from the
Medical Bulletin of the State Uni
versity of Icwa: “Prof Avery E.
Lambert retired from full time
teaching July 1. He plans to con
tinue some of his .work in the Col
lege of Medicine on a paTt time
basis. Dr. Lambert was bom in
Waldoboro, in 1873 He received his
Ph. D from Dartmouth College in
1906 He was instructor in biology
at the Massachusetts State Normal
School from 4906 to 1911 Pro
fessor of Biology at Middlebury
College, 1912-1917, professor of His
tology and Embryology at the Uni
versity of Vermont 1918-1920, and
professor of Anatomy at the Uni
versity of Alabama 1920-1925. He
went to the State University of
Iowa as professor in the Depart
ment of Anatomy in 1926 In addi
tion to carrying a major teaching
load Dr. Lambert has foundi time
to contribute generously to the field
o' biology and histology and is the
author of a textbook on histjlogy.”
Mrs Myrtle Young and daughter,
Louise left Sunday for Los Angeles,
Cal , where they will spend the
Winter with Mrs. Young’s son,
Philip Young.
Leola Meres w*ho is a student
nurse at the Maine General Hos
pital, has had surgical operation on
her throat.
Mrs. Reginald Monahan has part
time employment at Weston and
Mank Clothing Store.
Mr and Mrs. C. T. Cooney, Jr .
were in Gloucester, Mass., in busi
ness last week.
Mrs. Maude Orbeton returned
8unday from Knox Hospital, where
she was a surgical patient.
The Rebekahs will held public
dessert bridge party at the home of
Mr. and Mrs Earl M. Spear. Friend
ship street. Wednesday afternoon.
Various card games will be played.
The morning service at the Meth
odist Church was a memorial serv
ice for L Burnell Mank and Paul
lives, who have recently been re
ported killed in action. The pastor,

The Wonder Workers Girls 4-H
Club will meet Friday night with
their local leader. Mrs. Edna Moore,
to make out the programs for the
year’s "work.
Mrs. Merle Denny and daughter.
Mena, who have been guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Weilingtcn, have re
turned to Seattle, Wash, visiting
relatives enreute. in Indiana, Michi
gan and Chicago.
The Woman's Club Study Unit
will meet Monday at 2 o’clock at
the home of Mrs. P. D. Starrett.
Subject will be. “Home Decora
tion”, with topic assignments:
“Furniture Arrangement’’, by Mrs.
Chlsie Trone; "Kitchens ’ by Mrs.
Albert white; “Color in House
Decorations” by Miss Frances
Spear.
Deer tagged to date have been:
Charles D
Young. Thomaston,
buck; Chester Brooks, Jr., Damari
scotta, and Warren, a buck; Carl
Waisanen. Warren, a buck; Lettie
Billings, Warren, a doe; Eugene
Peabody, Warren, a buck; Mrs. Lil-

Rev. J. C. Collind spoke in a com
forting manner to the bereaved
parents and friends. The memorial
floral display was veiy beautiful.
A son was born recently to Mr.
and Mrs. Frank DeCosta at Miles
Memorial Hospital at Damariscotta.
Wifiis G Demuth, 53, died Nov. 2.
in Worcester, Mass. He was the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Demuth,
family of this town, now of Wor
cester. He leaves beside his wife,
Helen Steele Demuth. two daugh
ters, Lt. Majdorie Demuth, R. N„
stationed at Green-boro. 3. C„ and
Mrs. Muriel Plant cf Worcester;
two sons, Cant. Willis Demuth, Jr.,
of the Army Air Corps, stationed at
Casper, Wyo., and Oscar 'Demuth,
USN of Norfolk. Va. Mr. Demuth
has been in the employ of the
American District Telegraph Pray
ers were conducted at the Waltz
Funeral Home with Rev. J C. Col
lind officiating. Interment was in
the German Lutheran cemetery.
Miss Marie Fitch has employ
ment in Washington, D. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Butters of
Cambridge. Mass., spent the week
end with Miss Grace Simmons.
Mrs. Nellie Boggs has gone to
New York, where she will spend the
Winter.
Mrs. Nellie Wade is in Thomasten to spend the Winter with her
sister, Mrs. Abbie Montgomery.

lian Simmons, Warren, a doe; be sold. The proceeds will be used
Maurice Davis, Warren, a buck; to pay the dues of service men and
Charles Williams, Sr . Warren, a women, members of White Oak
buck. This list was taken from Nov. Grange. The interlocutor will be
I Mrs. Leola Wiley, and the end men
1 tc noon Nov. 10.
Mrs/ Edna White will be chair Mrs. Freda Btimpson and Mrs
man cf Che refreshments and enter Hazel Gammon Members of the
tainment committee Friday night ; white chorus will include, Evange
for the stated meeting of Ivy Chap line Barbour, Hazel Snowdeal, Mari garet Starrett, Lucille Perry and
ter, O.E3.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Kenniston Eini Riutta and of the black chorus
and family have moved from North Mrs Margaret Tolman, Miss Phyllis
Warren to the Percy Kenniston Tolman, Miss Nathalie Tolman.
place in the village, which they ' Miss Ethel Wiley. Mrs. Sadie Moody.
Mrs. Mattie Campbell, Mrs. Florence
recently bought.
Mrs. Marie Jose of Westbrook, ' Feyler, and Miss Agnes Wiley.
formerly Marie Kenniston of this Music for the dance following the
tewn, and family, Roland Jose and : show’, will be furnished by Mr. and
Miss Freda Jose, leave this week for j Mrs. Roland Berry.
Phoenix, Ariz., where Mrs. Jose has
The third and fourth degrees will
employment in a defense industry. I be conferred on a class of candi
Mrs. Lettie Alexander, who makes dates Thursday at Goodwill Grange.
her home with her niece, Mrs. South Warren. Supper will be
Albert White, was given a pleasant served at 630 and members not
surprise party recently, on her i solicited are requested to furnish
birthday anniversary. Light lunch sweets.
was served, and Mrs. Alexander re
Howard Norwood has returned
ceived many nice gifts, including a ; home from the Thayer Hospital,
tasty basket of fruit Guests bid Waterville, where he had been a
den, were Mr. and Mrs. Albert patient following » recent eye
White, Mrs. Alexander, Miss Lizzie injury. He will return for treat
Winslow, Miss Winnie Winslow, ment from time to time.
Mrs. George Gray, Mrs. Emma
Married Quarter-Century
Norwood, Mrs. Sadie Barrows, and
Mr. and Mrs William O’Jala,
Mrs. Joseph Pellerin. Mrs. Alex
ander also received many greeting popular Rockville couple, were
honor guests Saturday at a party
cards from friends.
The paper salvage drive will con given at Glover hall, compliment
tinue this week, Percy Bowley to ing them on their silver wedding
visit Pleasantville, East Warren, anniversary. Over 200 friends from
and South Warren. One day’s drive Rockville, West IRockport Rockland,
from the village. North Warren, Thomaston, 'Union, tAppleton, ©t.
and Oyster River, resulted in 2,900 George, Gushing, Waldoboro and
pounds of waste paper, $20.20 given this town attended' the affair.
Mrs. O'Jala was the recipient of
over to the school projector fund.
a
corsage of mixed pompon chrys
The local War Chest Drive fund
anthemums
from her twin daugh
Was increased by $102.45 last week,
through the combined efforts of the ters, Misses Vivian and Helen
Red Cross surgical dressings units O’Jala of (Waltham, Mass., and also
of South Warren and Warren vil of a beautiful old fashioned bouquet
lage, who united in a big food sale of carnations, pastel colered pom
at Glover hall, election day. South pon chrysanthemums, with a single
Warren members, who worked dili red rose bud; in the center, the rib
gently were, Mrs. Elmer Overlock bon ties of pastel satin this gift
and Mrs. Edna Barrett; members of from a group of friends.
Theodore Olson of Union, who
the village unit, Mrs. William Bar
rett. Mrs Edwin Boggs, Mrs. Willis delivered the address, in behalf of
Vinal. Mrs. Willard Boggs and Mrs. friends, presented Mr. and Mrs.
O’Jala with a gift of money. The
Dcnald Mathews.
Teachers attended Wednesday a program, with Kaarlo Nurmi of
meeting of school union No. 73, Waldoboro, master of ceremonies,
held at the Waldoboro High School, consisted of songs by Allan ILaukka
taking place of the County Teach Mrs. Lalno Waissanen of Warren,
ers’ Convention, which was discon and Mrs. Aili Salo of Owl’s Head;
music by the Georges River Boys.
tinued a few years ago.
The Finnish coffee service was
Mr. and Mrs. George Pote and
held!
at Warren Grange Hall, after
family of Lynn, Mass., were recent
guests of Mr and Mrs. Clifford the reception in which Mr. and
Mrs. O’Jala were assisted in receiv
Overlook. East Warren.
Miss Julia .Libby was guest Wed ing. by their twin daughters, their
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Raymond
nesday of Mrs. Ruth Wilson.
The minstrel show, “Fun and O’Jala of Camden, and Mrs. O'J ala's
Frolic,” will be given tonight at parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
White Oak Grange Hall, North Monden of West Rockport.
The huge anniversary cake
Warren, under direction of Mrs.
formed
the table centerpiece, and
Alford Wiley and will be followed
by a social, and refreshments will was flanked! on either side by tall

v/nr?
Do you realize what Uncle Sam’s biggest produc
tion headache is right now? It isn’t tin or rubber
or

aluminum.

Those

problems

have

been pretty

well licked.

It isn’t anything that comes from Asia or Africa —
it’s something that grows in your own

backyard.

The big worry right now is pulpwood.

So plentiful, yet so scarce New England far behind
From where you are sitting, you can

Farthest behind in pulpwood produc

probably see plenty of pulpwood grow

tion quotas

ing—spruce, fir and hemlock; just the

New York, normally large producers

kinds needed to make explosives, glider

of spruce, fir and hemlock.

towlines, surgical dressings,

are

New

England

and

plastics

Every shortage of vital war material

and hundreds of other war necessities.

prolongs the war. If there is anything

Sure! The pulpwood is there, but not

you can do to increase pulpwood pro

enough are cuttingnt. The problem is

duction — especially

entirely one of manpower. It can only

varieties —do it now. There is nothing

be solved by getting more men into

you can do that will

the woods and by farmers and others

help more to bring

cutting pulpwood part time.

final victory closer.

in

these

needed

*Uy

* .. .
r

VINALHAVE!
Zx zs zv.
MRS OSCAR C. LAN
Correspondent
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Sponsored by Newspaper Pulpwood Committee ★ American Newspaper Publishers Association

Kenneth Anderson. U.
and mother, Mrs. Selma A
■who have been guests of
Mrs. Fritz Swanson went
ito Milford, Conn.
“The Bridge ElifhC' w
Thursday with Mrs. ■€>. 1
Supper will be served Nt 6
The Farm Bureau n& M
the home of Mrs Cora
with Mrs. Hazel Dv’4i*flhd
terson as hostesSeil “ ' ‘
Herbert Conway anA iSt’u
iileft Friday to entej’ rfIjg
are training at SatoP
L. Carver Relief Corps n
day With Mrs. Jennie Pn**
election of officers and
meeting. Dinner was ser\
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn
'have returned from Lincoi
Woddcock-Cassie-Cootnb
L., meets Wednesday. A
and Leo Lane are on the c<
The annual meeting
Webster Lodge, F.A.M , w
tonight, with election anr
at ion t'f officers Past Mas
Bradstreet will be the
officer.
Mrs. Eva Smith retunh
a (visit with lriend

.

INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE

igss
HERE’S WHAT It COSTS
Advertisements to thia column not to a*00®* three U»»a to
kened once for 25 rents, two times for 1M eento AddWonaJ
•toes five cents each for one time; 10 cents for twe times. Fir*

small words to a line.
a'aili
Special Notice: All “hltod ads" ss called L a.
to he sent to The Courier
taento which require the
Gazette office for handling.

LOST AND FOUND

■onto additional.

--- - ---"
FOR SALE

PART Ibull-dog puppy for sale. MRS
DOG harness lost. JACKIE PAS3O-I, TCRNARD
KALER. 56 Pleasant St.
Tel. 1011W
4'J'W
91-S3
DOUBLE chain leash found, on Rock
ville Rd
TEL 67W.

TRACTOR, harrow, mowing machine

('-foot cut), new cord wood saw frame
and saw: also household furnishings.
Including some electrical appliances,
antiques, glassware, rugs, andl other
m'scellaneous articles. JOHN R ALCOTT Washington, at old Amos
Sukeforth Place.
_________ 91 93
COLLIE SHEPHERD ,pups for sale. 6
week sold, fine for cow dogs or peU
Males $5. females $3.
E DONALD
PERRY, Hope, Me._______________ 91 -It
~PULLETS for sale; 15 heavy White
Recks, laying. 175: 12 R I Red Hens
laying. $1 50: 10 Hybreds (Pullets ready
to lay. $1 50
For laying or poultrv
MRS ’ ROBBINS. Meadow St.. West
Rockport, (between Rt. 67 and West St.

COLLIE and shepherd dog lost, yel
low and white, name Pal Please Tel.
ERNEST JOHNSON. Lincolnville 'll-21
Camden 2594.
91-92
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss
of deposit book numbered 3391 -and
the owner of said book asks for du
plicate In accordance with the provi
sion of the State Law KNOX COUN
TY TRUST CO., by (Lendon Jackson, 1
Treas , Rockland. Me. June 9. 1944
7
89 T-93
NOTICE - Is hereby given of the loss
of deposit book numbered 38275 and
the owner of said book asks for duo",
cate In accordance with the provision^
of the State Law. ROCKLAND SAV
91»lt
INGS BANK, by Ediward J Hellier,
TNC-FR
Sewing
Machine
for
sale
Libby of South Warren, presented Treas., Rockland, Me., Nov. 7, 1944
-_______ l____________ 91-92
89*T 93 TFT. 1576.
both couples with gifts.
PAIR cf horses for sale, weight 2500
Mrs. Fales had charge of the
lbs. Will sell very cheap. WALLACE E
SPEAR & BON Waldoboro._______ 90*93
guest books, and also made the
TO LET
'“saddle and driving horse for sale
bride’s cake for the cccasion.
J R WENTWORTH, (Rockport. Tel.
Following the wedding, refresh
FOUR-ROOM apartment with bath Camden 736.
i 91*94
ments 'Were served by the members to (let. also 3-room apt. with ibath. Ap “ BABY carriage for sale, In good
plv 172 CAMDEN ST. Tel. 258J. Rock condition. TEL 767J.____________ 91 n
of the Junior B. H. Club of South land^____________ _ __________ 91-92
LARGE living-room Heatrola Cr
Warren.
EIGHT ROOM tenement to let. bath. m>’«
coal or wood burning.
TF
The program consisted of’
garage; 13 Fulton St. TEL 1017J. 91-92 943W.
________ _______________ 91-93
Reading cf original poem by Mrs.
PROPERTY of 14 acres on Friend
TWO ROOM furnished apt. to let;
Lawrence Wood of Millinocket- bath; adults only; 57 PACIFIC ST., ship road for sale, water, good cellar,
91T» garage, ■-mall bam. B IW. bus goes
reading by Mrs. Lloyd Maxey of City.
bv 3 trips, mall del., school bus. on
iSouth Warren; music by Mr. and
FURNISHED rooms with kitchen black ro-d. 4 miles from Thomaston.
to let. MRS. VESTA STEW Price $*50. Part down, balance In rent.
Mrs Charles Copeland and Leslie privileges
ART. Summer St., Tel. 279 after 6 p. m OLIVE CAMPBELL, R. IP. D 2. Warren
' Copeland of South Warren, and
91-93
91*lt
! Frank Crute, Jr. of Cushing.
TAILORING
business,
handling
large
QUIET couple wanted for uostalrs
Serving in the afternoon were. three-room furnished apartment with volume of Ladles °bd' Men’s altera
Inquire at 11 JAMES ST., Cltv. tions for sale. Well equipped, emMis. Lawrence Wood of Millinock flush.
__________________________________ 90 tf nlovs three. Prof'*'>ble Income lT"ht
from start.
Established 1933
Rea
et daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Os€5r
SMALL furnished apt. to let. suitable
for celllng. T'm retiring from aeCopeland, andi Mrs. Ruth Levensa- for 1 or 2 persons; 28 WARREN ST., i son
ti'-e business.
MABELLE L. CROSS.
City. Tel 971W.
90 91 406 Main 8t., Rockland, Me. Tel. 188.
ier cf Rockland, their niece.
FIVE-ROOM unfurnished rent to let. __________________________________ 91*92
Apply 87-C PARK ST
90 91
COTTON fibre rug 9x12; woman’s
Powerful Explosive Made
UNFURNISHFJD rent at 94 Mechanic dark all-wool suit, fur dollar, size 40;
50
feet nre-war rubber garden boee;
street, to let. Adults preferred. TEL
91*92
From Methyl Alcohol 436W._____________________________ 89tf 76 MASONIC ST Tel, 768W .
FOUR show cases for sale. HUSFURNISHED
room
to
let;
18
Grove
A recently announced high explo St., City. TEL. 1133.
85tf TON TUTTLE BOOK CO_________ 91 If

white tapers. Yellow chrysanthe
mums also were on the head table.
Other table decorations were red
berries and evergreen, and Macin
tosh apples.
Mr and Mrs. O'Jala were mar
ried 'Nov. 15, (1919 in Port Arthur,
Ontario, and came to Rockville in
1923, where they bought a blue
berry farm. Beth Mr and Mrs.
O Jala are members of the Union
Farmers
Co-operative
Tiading
Club, and of the State of Maine
Blueberry Growers, Inc.
Mrs.
O'Jala is a member of the Rock
land Farm Bureau. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Monden of West Rockport. Besides
the twin daughters, employed in
war work in Waltham, Mr. and
Mrs. O’Jala have one sen, Sgt.
Technician, Raymond O'Jala with
the US Army Engineers in Belgium
The party' was arranged by Mrs.
Emil Rivers of Rockland. Mrs.
Otto Michelson of Cushing. Mrs.
John Hurme of West Rockport,
Mrs. Kaarlo Nurmi of Waldoboro, sive more powerful than TNT is the
MelNTOSH apples for sale.
Good
Mrs. William Pekkanen cf Union, principal reason why methyl alco
quality. $125 bu. AINO DAUKKA, Tel.
Mrs. Thomas Monoen of West hol anti-freeze will not be available
Warren 1-12______________________ 91*92
WANTED
Rockport, assisted by Mrs Wilho i in 1943-44. Methyl alcohol is nec
GOOD Glenwood kitchen range for
»nl6 with hot water tank. ALFRED C.
Elgiand of St. George, Mrs. lEino essary to the manufacture of hexa TRAILER wanted with 16” wheel, HAWES.
Union. Tel. 2-21._______ 91*92
Le>hto cf Rock’wfhd, Mrs. Fhink Salo mine, basic ingredient of an ex either Plymouth or Chevrolet 1935 cr
, ONE HUNDRED lobster traps for
1936:
or
(forward
running
gear.
TEL
of Qwl's Head, and Mrs. William plosive for bombs.
1017 J.
91 92 sale; also some new material for traps.
The country's production of meth OIL heater wanted; give price and P O BOX 143. Camden, or TEL CAM
Niemi of North Warren
_________ J___________ 90 91
anol, the name by which methyl al condition. B. E. GILCHREST. South DEN 2013
Golden Wedding Observance
GREY
enamel
combination gas and
cohol is known to chemists, has Hope. _________________________ 91*92
Glenwood' kitchen range, prewar
Mr and Mrs. Oscar A. Copeland, more than doubled since war began. GIRL or woman wanted for house coal
In excellent condition. TEL. (1198M
work afternoons. DORIS IB. FOGG.'115 ___________ i______________________ 90-91
married Nov. 10, 1884. and Mr. and ; However, the requirements for it in Summer
St. Tel. 132.
91tf
HOUSE at 32 Lisle St. for sale. Rock
Mrs. Charley J. Copeland.xmarried explosives, plastics, and varied mili BOAT 28 to 30 ft. and traps wanted. land.
two 3-room and' one
tary articles eliminates its use in HARVEY CLINE. 30 Otis St. Tel. 134W 2-roomcontains
apartments, three bathrooms,
Dec. 11, 1834, both of South War anti-freeze and many peacetime
91*92 hot witter heat, modern Improvements.
ren, renewed their vows of 53 years products.
$3000 J. HENRY BOYNTON ES
L.ARGE load of sawdust wanted. C. Prloe
TATE Otis & Harmon. Attorneys. 417
ago, at a ceremony held tat the
E
GROTTON,
138
Camden
St.
Tel.
Enormous quantities of methanol
Main St._________________________ 90-92
91 tf
Chores Copeland heme, Saturday, now required for the war program 1091W.
TWO fur robes for sale, also man’s
PRE WAR doll carriage wanted Ap fur coat; 83 NO MAIN ST., City. 90*91
with Rev. Hubert F Leach of Thom are possible only because of the
ply
to
MRS
EUGENE
STAPLES
10
aston, pastor of the Federated chemical industry’s development Pine St._________________________ 91-92
TWO-HORSE heavy wagon. Sarvln
Church officiating at a double ring during the past 10 years of a process I WOULD like someone who Is going gear, for sale, also wood lot 16 acres,
South Warren: two-honse tip cart.
service
for synthesizing it from coke and to Boston. Nov. 24. to drive me In my I GEORGE E REDMAN, Thomaston
car to Boston.
ELEANOR BLAIR. I___ ______________________________ 90*91
The golden wedding observance water.
Tenant’s Harbor. Tel. 3-2.
91-93
MAN’S grey felt hat for sale, size
was attended by 70 relatives, neigh
Methanol formerly was made by
FURNITURE wanted to upholster, 7%; blue sweater, size 44. practically
bors and friends from Thomaston. the destructive distillation of wood. called for and delivered. T. J. FLEM new; afso' man’s blue overcoat, size 46,
Warren, village, South Warren, Mil Today methanol, chemically identi- ING 19 Birch St Tel. 212W. 9-T-tf I and ladjy’s black suede shoes, size 6 AA.
GENERAL housework wanted. Write THOMASTON. TEL 115._________ 90*91
linocket, Rockland, Cushing and ; cal with wood alcohol, is produced
G *F . care THE COURIER GAZETTE.
BARGAINS—A Bulck sedan, good
Friendship, and followed an open by high-pressure synthesis.
91 92 condition throughout.
A Plymouth
house held during the afternoon at
deluxe
sedan. All overhauled, engine
IMMEDIATE opening for reliable, and running
gear. These cars are to
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
ambitious man who Is Interested In a be sold at once.
Phone ROCKLAND
connection
which
offers
wonderful
Ammunition
Rounds
Copeland, and at 6 o'clock family
21-13, or Tenant's Harbor 56-13.
Post
Waopportunities.
No
special
For years a single cartridge or a qualifications or experience required ______ ___________________________ 90 91
supper party given at the Charles
for sale weighing about 156 lbs
Copeland home, the latter attend single shotgun shell had been known as we will te’ch you our business. $25PIGS
If taken now. JENNIE HOWARD.
MANAGER, Box 367-C, Newark,
ed by 29 persons, ameng them, two as a “round.” Recent research Write
Box
64
.
Nobleboro.
90-91
91*95
leaves the origin of the term still in 1, N. J., for particulars.
four-generation families
STOVES
of
all
kinds
for
sale;
also
GIVE The Courier-Gazette for Christ
Mrs Kenneth# Fales, daughter of doubt.
mas. I take subscriptions, also adver two-whfeel trailer, soapstone sink, gui
According to Webster’s, a "round” tisements.
CHARLOTTE
HAWES. tar In nice condition, round ollburner
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Copeland
__________ 91*93 colls, electric switch box, galvanized
is one shot discharged by each sol Union. Tel. 2-21.
wash tub (large); 6-gal stone crock
played the wedding march as the dier. gun or cannon of a command;
GIRL for general house wanted, no and Iron kettle C E GROTTON, 138
wedding party of six, including the a unit of ammunition for one shot. cooking, one that will go home nights. Camden
St. Tel. 1091W.
89tf
MRS ISIDOR GORDON Tel. 299W.
principles, and two flower girls,
FOR SALE
It has been assumed by many that ________________ >_____________ 90 92
Just listed a nice 6-room house
Doris Jean Draper, great grand the term was developed from the NEAT capable woman desires house
eveiy bit modem with large lot and ga
daughter of Mr and Mrs Charles fact that the original fhissile fired work. adult family of two. city. Excel rage
Price asked $6000 In town, near
references furnished. Write R. everything.
Copeland, and Cynthia Delano, six- from any sporting gun was a round lent
C.. care THE COURIER GAZETTE
A short ways out of town, a 7-room
years-old daughter of Mr, and Mrs. ball. Other old timers who hark
I
90*92 house; all modern; has H. W. heat;
Walter Delano. South Warren, took back to muzzle-loading days are of PERSONS wanted to braid rugs for price $4800.
Small block on Park 8t.; tenement
use from new material.
their places In the bay window of the opinion that a complete set of indlvldusl
TEL. 741M._______________________ 90*91 above known as the Charlie Ronco
components
was
necessary
to
make
property.
You can own lt for $4000.
the living room decorated with pot
FURNISHED apartment wanted, 2 or
FARM
ted flowering plants and golden up a “round.” This included the ball, 3 heated rooms Iby respectable party.
A 30-acre farm; has elec, lights; onl*the
patch,
the
powder
and
the
cap.
MRS.
MERRY,
Thorndike
Hotel.
one minute from P. O. $2000; out of
pompen ohiysanthemums fcr the
90*91
weddin geeremony. Both girls were The real origin of the term is still PANTRY and kitchen work. Mid town.
A 200 acre fAnn for $4000; better see
dressed in bright yellow ta.feta , somewhat obscure and subject to de dle aged men or women wanted. Good this one. Out At town
bate.
But
by
constant
usage
through
CAMDEN
wages and steady work. W ite ROB
dresses, and' carried dainty baskets
A humdinger, has 6-rooms In abso
ERT J. NUTT, The Inn, Buck Hill
the
years,
a
single
unit
of
ammuni

lutely perfect condition nicely located
of pompon chrysanthemums. Just
tion, whether it be cartridge or shell, Falls, Pa.________________________ 90 97
at $4500.
before the ceremony, Mrs Russell has now the well-known designation THREE ROOM furnished and heated priced
Thanks for reading.
apartment
wanted,
central
location,
FREEMAN S YOUNG
Smith, and Mrs. Lloyd Maxey, both of a “round.” This encompasses the permanent home for elderly lady CALL
{ 163 Main St.
Tel. 730
Rockland
of South Warren, Sang the duet. bullet, or shot, the powder, the case, 1236 after 5 p. m.
■
_______ 90*92 __________________________________ 89 91
T Love You Truly,” Mrs. Fales, the the primer, battery cup and anvil,
STOVES and oil burners of all kinas
TO close estate, a large pulp a>n
wanted, any condition. C. E GROT timber lot. nearly (one-hundred acres
accompanist.
the wadding, etc.
TON. 138 Camden St. Tel. 1091W
In Thomaston* Write W.. care THE
Mrs Charles Copeland wore a
89tf COURIER GAZETTE_____________ 89*94
ROCKLAND-CAMDEN, ME.
flowered printed silk, and corsage
CARPENTklK work, painting and re
17-ACRE Farm for aale. In Appleton.
PART TIME COLLECTORS
pairing attended to toy ALFRED E. 7-room house and bam, truck and
of white carnations, and Mrs Oscar
Male or Female
WARREN. 10 School St , City.
68*92 tractor
Included,
$800. „ LELAND
Copeland, a navy and white silk YOU CAN EARN $1 to $1 50 PER HOUR
88*91
WILL buy household furniture, rags MARTZ. tJnion, R No. 4.
print, her ccriage bcuquet of easily working for a national concern. metal, paper P. O BOX 862. City Tel.
1*WO GOOD VALUES
oright red carnations. In behalf You do not have to have collection 314R_________________ x______________ 87 tf
Fine all modem 10-room house for
we will teach you. A car help
Furniture and Stoves wanted. sale on Tall/ot avefcze. Excellent lo
of the guests, Mrs. Elmer Overlock ability;
ful but not essential.
Write MR. WeUSED
will
pay
cash
or
trade
for
new.
near churches and schools. Hot
of Thomaston and Mrs. Oliver DOYI E Rm 605 Met. Theatre Bldg. Call 1154. V F STUDLEY. INC.. 283 cation
water heat, large lot of land. Inspect
260 Tremont St. Boston.

MfflHV FOOD
p/lACREBS
/
+
ft**'”
Prf&jLon

VICTORY
PULPWOOD
CAMPAIGN

Jues’day-FridaV

/

+*

Next time your dinner doesn’t set
well, and you feel sick and miser
able, let soothing PEPTO-BISMOL
help you. Relieves heartburn, sour,
upset stomach—helps retard gas for
mation and simple diarrhea. Ask
your druggist for PEPTO-BISMOL*
when your stomach is upset.
*R«c.u.s.p,t

ng.

91-93 Main St. Rockland_______________ 8£tf
CARPENTER
and
roofing
work
wanted. HENRY TEIRILA. R F.D. 1.
MISCELLANEOUS
Waldoboro. TEL. WALDOBORO 4123
__________________________________ 83tf
WILL buy household contents and
CHARM-KURL PERMANENT WAVE,
of cottages, also old glass and
: 59c' Do your own Permanent with contents
china.
Highest prices paid
CARL
' Charm-Kur! kit. Easy to do, absolutely
2 Park St. Rockland. Tel.
} harmless Requires no heat, electricity SIMMONS.
or machines Safe for every type of 1240 ______________________________ f3tf
hald. Praised by millions Including
June Lang, glamorous movie star. E.
FOR SALE
B CROCKETT STORES
91*100
This is to notify all that from this
date I will pay only those bills <-<-•
HOUSE for sale. 18 Trinity St., six
tra'ted by mvself. RICHARD MAKI. rooms, large garden plot; also 3-room
Rockland__ Nov. 8. 1944 _________ 90*92 hou^ at 17 Perry St . large let and
O. E. TAYLOR. 18
FUBLIC NOTICE .After this date I outer building
91*92
will be responsible for no bill* con Trinity St. City.
tracted by my wife.
HAROLD W.
EIGHT
ROOM
house
with
barn
DOAK, Rockland, Me. Nov. 10, 1944 lot. on corne- Union and Summer and
Sts.
_________________________________ 90-92 Rockport $1000 cash Call EARLE PAYPERMANENTS at your home, $6 up. SON. Tel. 2286
01*94
Excellent work guaranteed. Saturdays
EIGHT-ROOM house for sale. bath,
cnly. TEL 1091W
87 tf furnace, hardwood floors, land for gar
For the present, will make appoint den. In good neighborhood Price lew
ments for Tuesdays and Saturdays. for qu ck sale REFOREST (A THURS
DR. .1 H DAMON, dentist, 153 Llme- TON. 468 Old County Road. Tel. 1159.
81-93
rock. street, telephone 1357.
E itf Rockland.

the property and make an
Northend home for aale. Excellent
neighborhood. Roof newly shingled,
repaired and painted outside. Com
pletely ref unshed tnside, ready to oc
cupy. Price Right.
LEFOREST A THURSTON
468 Old County Rd.
Tel. 1159
_________ . ,8409
____________ 87tf
POTATOES for sale at the farm,
grown from oertffiad seed, $2 bu Bring
containers If possible Q. D GERALD,
Union.
Tel. }^4-^>.,; pne mile from
Common.
88*91
GREEN Slabs, for sale. 1 ft. or 4 ft.
length, del. 2-cord lots.
CHARLES
ORIFFIN, Appleton Tel. W Appleton.
7 21.__________ .________________ 85*92
TOYS, wheel barrows, carts, tricycles.
Novelties, for sale. KAYE’S CRAFT
SHOP, 14 Prescott St., City.
85*92
ALL WOOL YARN for sale from man
ufacturer. Samples and knitting di
rections free. H. A. BARTLETT HarI mony, Maine. _________
79-95
HOUSE for aale. 8 rooms and bath,
extra flush, garage; can be used for one
or two famillea. L4 CLARENDON ST..

• Tai. 7S-M.

80*tf

Mrs. Erdine Chilles wa
to the NitAnEat Club
night at her home. Li
served.
Rev. and Mrs. William
will observe their 50tli w<
niversary. 'Nov 20,. Rev.
wood was formerly pastor
Church here. Their add;
Center street, Soutli <
Mass.
The Eastern Star Club
day with Mrs. Margaret f

T

IV
I

H

I

New England boiled di
served.
'The Edith Grimes Sew
met Wednesday with M
'1 iCunias.
Miss Emeiine Roberts
Lillian Libby went Saturd
ton.
Mrs. Blanche Swears c
the Antique Club, at her
day.
Mrs. Andrew Gilchrist
Clarence Bennett ent*
group of friends, at a far
ty, Friday night at the ho
Gilchrist, in honor of Dr
lour, who with her childr
and David Balfour, will
for England to join her
Dr. George MacDonald B;
tertainment featured gi
luncheon. Table decora
red, white and blue with
and English flags for -a ce
Balfour was the reci
nice gift. These present
Gould, Mary Wentworth.
Donald, Doris Arey, Alt
fird, Phyllis Black, Rutl

Ameri

X
In Packages

ACESH

YOU CA

BY TF

That smon
ture . . . that;

*
g
s

<<<

1<

These could
the finest ingr

blended• and t
can easily tell
^Jream quality

YOV CAN ALWAYS

Dil iiion o) 1
Tune io the Joan Davis—
Thursdi

uesflay-Fritlay

Tuesday-Friday
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Ihree fine* 1bAddltlonal
times. Fir*
Is. BdTCrtlM*
ITfcs Csarisc

SALE
|ippy for sale. MBS.
56 Pleasant St.

91-63

machine
rd wood saw frame
Isehold furnishings,
fectrlcal appliances,
rugs, andi other
les
JOHN R A1L|n, at old Amos
91 93
t. mowing

ID pups for sale, 6
cow dogs or pete.
$3
E DONALD
91 It
|e; 15 heavy White
12 R I Red Hens
^breds IPullets ready
laying or poultry.
|Meadow St.. West
It 57 and West St.
________ , 91*lt
Machine for sale.
91-92
>r sale, weight 2500
Iheap WALLACE E.
| <: boro._______ 90*93
ring horse for sale.

11

Rockport. Tel.
i 91*<M
Ifor sale, ln good
P7.I
91-o?
(iom Heatrola lef
burning.
TF’
________ 91 93
acres on Friendwater good cellar,
B I W. bus goes
■el school bus. on
from Thomaston,
irn, balance ln rent.
|R F D 2. Warren.
91«lt
^iess, handling large
’ 1 Men's alteral/ell equipped, em•■>hle Income r'^ht
Wished 1933. Reali re»irlng from ac) BELLE L. CROSS.
|land. Me. Tel 188.
91*92
|ru« 9x12; woman's
fur collar, size 40;
kbber garden hoee:
[Tel 768W..
91*92
ts for sale. HUSfK CO_________ 91 hf
for sale
Oood
IINO IAUKKA. Tel.
91*92
kitchen range for
tank. ALFRED C.
H. 2-21._______ 91*92
lobster traps for
material for traps.
Iidcn. or TEX,. CAM__________ 90 91
fmblnatlon gas and
t hen range, prewar
(tion. TEL. '1199M
_____________ 90-91
St. for sale. Rock| 3-room and' one
three bathrooms,
fern Imorovements.
h'RY BOYNTON ES
|non. Attorneys. 417
90-92
|r sale, also man’s
1IN ST., City. 90*91
ivy wagon. Sarvln
wood lot 16 acres,
vo-horse tip cart.
fdAN. Thomaston.
_____________90*91
hat for sale, size
size 44. practically
fie overcoat, size 46.
le shoes, size 6 AA.
115 ________ 90*91
Julvk sedan, good
|ou
A Plymouth
overhauled, engine
These cars are to
Phone ROCKLAND
Harbor 56-13.
______________ 90-91
|gh:ng about 150 lbs.
JENNIE HOWARD.
____________ 90-91
Kinds for sale; also
loapstore sink, gulI’n. round otlbumer
fh box. galvanized
I 6-gal stone crock
I E GROTTON. 138
[ 1091W
89tf
[SALE
lice 6-room house
lth large lot and ga|$6000 ln town, near

V

Cora Mills, Frances Gilchrist and
Dorothy Bennett.
Music by Union Church choir
Sunday morning included an an
them by the choir with incidental
sclo by Mrs. Leon Arey, and duet
by Mrs. Franklin Adams and David
Duncan.
Mr. and Mrs Kenneth Black ar
rived Friday from Lenior City,
Tenn., for two week’s visit with Mr.
Blacks mother, Mrs. Annie Black.
The Non-Eaters will hold an allday session Friday at the “Lorette."
A public speaking contest by the
High School pupils will be held
Wednesday night at 7:30 o’clock in
Union Church. Those speaking will
be Ruth Carver. Mary Chilles. An
nette Davis: Richard Dyer: Kenn
eth Hopkins: Robert Kelwick; Jane
Libby; Madeline Philbrook and
Marion Philbrook.

Old Familiar Song
THE LYRIC MUSE

' z

SALADA
TEA

ACES HIGH at BRIDGE !
Serve Them Whenever

You Entertain—They’re Grand

ALWAYS

of town, a 7-room
has H. W. heat;

[Park St.; tenement
[the Charlie Ronco
Town lt for $4000.
BtM
Ias elec, lights; onlv
O. $2000; out of

FRESH

POTATO CHIPS

for $4000; better see
(own
IDES'
Is 6 rooms ln absolltion nicely located

u.

Health Centers
New health centers in 16 SpanishAmerican republics, launched with
the financial and technical co-opera
tion of the United States, are helping
to keep critical raw materials flow
ing to war plants in this country.
They are doing this by keeping the
health and efficiency of raw materi
als producers up to par. Altogether,
about 50 health centers have been
planned in accordance with recom
mendations made at the Rio de
Janeiro Conference of American
Ministers in January, 1942. They
range from small units in isolated
communities to huge, modern cen
ters in capitals like Quito, Lima and
Santiago,

THURSTON
Tel 115®
__ ____________ 87 tf
sale at the farm,
seed. S2 bu Bring
hie G D GERALD.
One mile from
88*91
|r sale. 1 ft. or 4 rt.'
Id lots
CHARLES
Tel. W Appleton,
___________ 85*92
[rows, carts, tricycles,
7
RAYE'S CRAFT
' St City.
86*92
h for sale from mau
ls and knitting dl|A. BARTLETT. Hsr__ ____________ 79-98
8 rooms and beth.
can be used for one
CLARENDON ST..
•0*tf

a

: 'i.....

SEND CHRISTMAS GIFTS
BY DECEMBER I!
Obviously, the energies of
the nation are concentrated
on one vital war job. That is
to maintain, without interrup
tion, the gigantic flow of ur
gently needed military goods
and supplies to our armed
forces bitterly fighting the
enemy, on land and sea, on
battlefronts all over the globe.
Uncle Sam is determined
that the Christmas holiday
shipping, which usually
reaches huge proportions in
December, shall not interfere
with the war traffic in any
way thiK^ear.^So he is urging

the American pubHc to com
plete the sending of their
Christmas packages to recipi
ents In this country at a very
early date. That closing dute
is December lt
The Office of Defense Trans
portation has enlisted the as
sistance of the postal service,
the Railway Express Agency
and other important packagecarrying mediums in the
drive. With retail and depart
ment stores everywhere, they
are backing up the slogan:
“Shop Early and Send your
Christmas packages before
December 1!”

WASHINGTON-AND YOU
By Margaret Chase Smith

Washington Nov. 8—The State of
Maine Society in Washington is
is very active and new members are
being added all the time. Roy
Haines, who is executive secretary
to Senator Brewster, is president of
this Society, Blanche Bernier of my
own staff is vice president, and
Juanita Ward of Representative
Fellows’ staff is secretary.
Miss Bernier and Miss Ward were
in charge of arrangements for a
dance which *was held recently at
the Wardman Park Hotel. It was a
most successful and delightful par
ty. Many Maine people attended and
service men and women from all
states were invited. Through this
Society acquaintances are made and
many are helped over lonely hours.
• • • •
Roland T. Patten, former editor
and publisher of the Independent
Reporter at Skowhegan for several
years, a member of the staff of
this Congressional office is 80 years
old. Mr. Patten continues to be j
alert, progressive in his thinking as,
he always was, in excellent health J
and a valuable assistant. Few people
around the Capitol realize he is be
ginning his 81st year.
• • • •
An Army nurse from our District
has been serving in the South Pa
cific since the Summer of 1942 where
she has been caring for our wound
ed boys and the wounded Jap pris
oners. Her uncle writes me that he

believes the nurses should be rota
ted as well as the service men and
that after all this time at the front
she shctild be given a furlough so
as to get a much needed rest. He
also thinks that she should have
been promoted in rank before this
and says that his niece still has the
same rank as she had on entering
the service.
Officials of the War Department
tell me that both of these matters,
furlough and promotion have been
delegated to the jurisdiction of the
overseas theater commanders and
that the ability of the commanders
to return nurses is based largely up
on the number of replacements
which arc continually being sent to
overseas commands and upon the
immediate urgency and acuteness of
the situation in the theater in
volved.
The personnel situation in the
area where this young lady is serv
ing may be such that she cannct be
relieved at this time, but the De
partment assures us that when the
overseas commander feels that her
service can be spared, he will grant
her a leave of aosence or recom
mend her reassignment.. They fur
ther advise that the overseas com
manders exert every effort to see
that no nurse is assigned to duties
which are incompatible with her
physical abilities.
Without nurses this would be a
sad world. They are contributing a
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( a large pulp a»:a
i one-hundred acres
[rite W. care THE
89*94
f>r aale. In Appleton,
barn, truck and
$800.
T-HI .AND
No 1
88*91
D VALUES
10-room house for
•Cue. Excellent Io
cs and schools. Hot
»t of land. Inspect
lake an offer,
for sale. Excellent
if newly shingled,
ed outside. Comntlde. ready to oc-
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<,. n Ixia.

That smooth, creamy tex
ture . . . that appealing flavor.

These could come only from
the finest ingredients, expertly

io!
- J; < K,

blended and frozen. Yes—vou

•

can easily tell itFs*Sealtest Ice

^ream

quality by the taste.

FRO-JOY
YOU CAN ALVAYS DEPEND ON

Dit ition af National Dairy Pradtctl Corporation

Tuoc io the Joan Davis—Sealtest Villige Store Program, with Jack Haler,
Thursdays. 9:30 P. M.. NBC Network

ICE

CREAM

HORIZONTAL
1-Certain
5-Bulky package
9-Surface
10-Stupid person
12- A continent
13- Subject for
discussion
15-Heating device
17- Note in Guide’s
scale
18- Tardi<20- A letter
21- Sick
23-A fish
25- Unit

26- Perched
2S-Tave rn
30- Aimed a
31- The (Fr.)
33- Every
34- Superlative suffix
3&-Recent

INTIMATE VIEWS OF VINALHAVEN

Elmer Allen Wanted The History, Home Life and Personal Recollections
Words And Here
By SIDNEY L. WINSLOW
They Are

awl®

Kenneth Anderson, U. S. Navy,
and mother, Mrs. Selma Anderson,
who have been guests of Nh>. and
Publication Limited to Brief
Mrs. Fritz Swanson went Saturday
Poems
te Milford, Conn.
•
of Original Composition
The Bridge F.lftcWttll meet
By Subscribers
Thursday with Mrs. 4* V, Drew.
Supper will be served'til 6.
J
AN AUTUMN DAY
The Farm Bureau rrATvionclay at
| For The Courier-Gazette |
;he home of Mrs Cofa Paterson
The Autumn day Is clear and bright.
And gaudy leaves are dancing night
with Mrs Hazel DyJr^ftWf Mrt Pe
/..cross the distant fields ln flight
terson as hostesse4’ub*- v
I watch gay wings go sailing by
Herbert Conway andStuart D;ivThe hedges glow with goldenrod.
The sumac bums beside the wall.
&'< ft Friday to entegjtlg l\S. Navy
And from each dry and shriveled pod
J© are training aLSqdlpsqp, N. Y
The tiny seeds exulting fall.
L. Carver Relief Corps met Tues
GLEN COVE
They nestle to the earth's warm breast
she, with all a mother's care
day with Mrs. Jennie-Patterson for
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Chase of As
Wraps each one ln its cozy rest
election of officers and monthly Skowhegan were recent guests of Then softly leaves them sleeping there
meeting. Dinner was served. J
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Merrill
The dancing leaves around them play.
I And crickets chirp their lullaby,
Mr and Mrs. Vaughn Johnson
Mls Agnes Studley of Portland
matters not to them the way
have returned from Lincoln.
was called here by the sudden death Cold Wintry clouds engulf the sky.
Woddcock-Cassie-Ccombs- post, A. Nov. 6 cf her father, Robert Stud When Winter’s robes are laid away,
And Aprils kiss on them shall fall,
L., meets Wednesday. A. E. Libby ley. Others from out of town who They answer to the Spring's roll-call
attended
the
services
Thursday
Radiant from sleep ln rich array
and Leo Lane are on the committee.
Mary E. L. Taylor.
The annual meeting of Moses were Mr. and Mrs. Ray Newton and
Rockland.
daughters, Winona Bridges and
Webster Lodge, F.A.M., will be held
at at it it
tonight, with election and install Norma Newton Mr. Studley was a
lifelong resident of this commun
NOVEMBER WITCHCRAFT
ation ttf officers Past Master E. H. ity and will be greatly missed.
(For The Courier-Gazette)
Bradstreet will be the installing
A
brown
dwarf sits in the ancient wodd.
Herbert M. Waldron received 'Nov
officer.
By an anvil old as songs are good.
6 the,first mail at the new pest
forges books of golden rhymes
Mrs. Eva Smith returned Fiiday office at hls residence, on Warren Andi
Made of red leaves the witch-wind
•ArijZ a Visit with Iriends in Rock- ton street.
finds.
And frosty, golden, chanting chimes
!a*’d.
lat
Bert McKinney and son Roland Sing-Autumn, Autumn, Autumn Time.
Mrs. Erdine Chilles was hostess
—Archie Tech
have spent a week's hunting at
to the NitAnEat Club Thursday
■e it at «t
night at her home. Lunch was Harrington.
Mrs. Mary Gregory visited rela
TO MAINE AND VERMONT
served.
tives in Rockland recently.
|For The Courier-Gazette)
Rev. and Mrs. William Magwood
Mr. and Mrs Karl Packard of
We may not have full confidence
will observe their 50th wedding an Bear Hili will occupy the residence
In leaders of our land
niversary, Nov 20,. Rev. Mr. Mag- of Mrs. Alice Gregory this Winter.
In him. our fourth term President,
In all hls New IDeal Iband'.
>
wood was formerly pastor of Union
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Wood were
And 'their administration ways
Church here. Their address is 247 supper guests Sunday of Mr. and
May think unwise and bad.
Center street, South Graneland, Mrs. Arthur Mills in Tenant s Har
Our country going |to the dogs
Through demagogy mad.
Mass.
bor.
The Eastern Star Club met Fri
yet let us be patriots
Miss Mathilde Nusbaum cf Phila But
Devoted to our state.
day with Mrs. Margaret Coombs^ A delphia and; Rockport is visiting
Obedient to their every law
New England boiled dinner was Miss Emily Hall.
All violation hate;
(1
served.
Yes, more than their bureaucracy
All lawlessness despise
The Edith Grimes Sewing Class
In
hope some day our citizens
ST.
GEORGE
met, Wednesday with Mrs. Frank
Will chose officials wise.
Miller-Fuller
Thcmas.
Men we can honor, follow, trust
Mr. and Mis. Seymour Fuller an
Miss Emeline Roberts and Mrs.
In fullest confidence
Whose leadership we’ll hall with Joy
Lillian Libby went Saturday to Bos nounce the marriage of their daugh
And glad obedience.
ter, Mae Edith, to Pfc. Luther
ton.
Allison M Watts
Stephen
Miller,
U
S.
Army,
son
of
Mrs. Blanche Swears entertained
I
Jamaica, Vt.
Mrs.
Hiram
Y.
Weymouth
of
Wal

the Antique Club, at her home to
doboro.
day.
The ccuple were married at North Golden Domes Mark Kiev,
Mrs. Andrew Gilchrist and Mrs.
Clarence Bennett entertained a Waldoboro, Oct. 29, by Rev. Mary
group of friends, at a farewell par S. Gibson. They were attended by ‘Mother of Russian Cities'
Kiev was the ancient capital ol
ty, Friday night at the home of Mrs Nathaniel Collins, Pharmacist's
Gilchrist, in honor of Dr. Ana Bal Mate 2c, UJS.N., of Waldoboro, and the Russians, and onetime holy citj
four, who with her children Marion Mrs. Neil Grover of Portland. The of the Orthodox church. Its golden
domed churches, several of which
and David Balfour, will soon leave single ring service was used.
have been converted to historic mon
Pfc.
Miller
attended
Waldoboro
for England to join her husband.
and museums, have been fa
Dr. George MacDonald Balfour. En schools and was employed in the uments
mous
for
centuries. So vital hpi
tertainment featured games and1 Camden Shipyard prior to enter Kiev been in the historic develop
luncheon. Table decorations were ing the Service. Mrs. Miller gradu ment of the nation that it has beer
red, white and blue with American ated from St. George High, class of given the name “Mother of Rus
and English flags fora center piece. 1943, and was recently employed by sian cities.”
r. Balfour was the recipient of a the New England Shipbuilding Corp,
Kiev was the capital of the Ukrain
nice gift. Those present were: Alice cf South Portland.
ian Republic when the Nazis over
Pfc.
Miller
has
returened
to
Cali

Gould, Mary‘Wentworth. Olga Mac
ran it in September, 1941. This posi
Donald, Doris Arey. Althea Bi?k- fornia and Mrs. Miller now resides tion it had held since the establish
fird, Phyllis Black, Ruth Billings, with her mother.
ment of the Republic, with the ex
ception of a period between 1920 and
1934, when Kharkov was substituted
as the seat of government.
America’s Finer Tea
Kiev was the third leading city ol
the Soviet Union, with a population
of nearly 850,000. It was an active
industrial center, and the hub oi
printing, publication, and education
al activity. It operated dozens ol
educational institutions, including
the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences,
and various colleges, technical
schools, scientific laboratories, mu
seums and libraries. Its student pop
ulation was estimated at 25,000. The
Ukrainian National library at Kiev
contained an estimated two million
volumes.
In Packages and Tea Bags at Your Grocer’s
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HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
39-Gloomy

41-Auriculate
44-Before
47-Assends
49-Natural
51- dxist
52- Young goat
53- A fish (pi.)
54- Paradise
15-Opinion
VERTICAL
1- ldentical
2- Mountains between
Europe and Asia

VERTICAL (Cont.)
11-Pronoun
14-Old length measure
16-Unit of work19-One who prepares
others for sports
22-Rent
24- Helper
25- Grease
28- Mineral spring
27-Attempt
29- Used in negation
32-Salad plant

35-Appeared
37-Very small
3S-Bustle
39- Bargain
40- Dry

3- Hold
4- Oine
42- Beseech
5- Sheep cry
6- At any point behind 43- Ftnish
45- Sound In the chest
a vessel
46- Girl’s name
7- Falaehooda
48-Senator (abbr.)
8- Corn-spikea

80-Metric land measure 10-A constellation

50-Portuguesa coin

(14th Installment)
Mrs Frank A. Crute of. Cushing
In our town's early years fishing,
sends the pong desired by Elmer E.
farming, and bartering in coastal
Allen cf Tenant’s Harbor. It floltrade or “coasting" as it was com
Icws ;
monly called, seem to have been
JUST BEFORE THE BATTLE. MOTHER the chief pursuit of the inhabitants.
Among
the
Just before the battle. Mother,
|
I am thinking mo6t of you:
more
outstandir^S
Wh:le upon the field we're watching.
citizens were the
With the enemy ln (view.
Comrades brave are 'round me flying.
brothers John
Filled with thoughts of home and Ood.
and Reuben Car
For well they know that on the morrow,
Some will sleep beneath the sod.
ver. p r i n c ipal
Hark! 1 hear the bugles (sounding,
heirs and assigns
Tls the signal for the fight:
of their father.
Ndw may God protect uc. Mothar,
Thaddeus Carver
As He ever does the right.
Hear the "Battle Cry of (Freedom,"
of whom I have
How lt swells upon the air;
previously made
Oh. yes. we ll rally 'round(the standard,
Or we’ll perish nobly there.
mention. John
Chorus.
f
the older, gave most of his time to
Farewell. Mother, you may never
fishing and coasting. On one occa
P ees me to your heart again;
sion,
while fishing in the outer bay,
But oh. you'll not forget me. Mother, ’
his vessel collided with another
If I'm numbered with the slain.
Mrs. Maurice Hahn of Warren coast. Capt. John was below deck
sends the song , adding that her at the time and barely escaped with
father was a Civil War veteran, en his life, A member of the crew, one
listing at 18, and serving three years Reuben Brown, was thrown over
in the First Vermont Cavalry. He board by the impact and was
drowned.
was at the Battle of Gettysburg.
Capt. John was prominent in
Another copy of the song came
from S. Newton Broadbent—"a song town affairs having served his
town as selectman and legislator.
my mother used to sing."
He was .married to Rhoda Arey
second daughter of Ebenezer Arey
great deal at the war fronts and
and 13 children were burn to them.
everywhere they serve. Promotions
This branch of the Carver family
are slow and some of us believe not
resided
in the old homestead form
in keening with the services ren-'
erly
occupied
by Thaddeus Carver
dered and sacrifices made.
a picture of which, in connection
with this historical series appeared
Sharks More Interested
in this paper. In the previous
In Blood Than Fishermen chapter I failed to mention, how
The shark—dreaded tiger of the ever, that the first building erected
sea—isn’t so dangerous after all. If on this estate was a leg cabin which
I served as the original home ot
a story told by marines is true.
|
The teller of the tale has traveled Thaddeus Carver and which stood
through the Pacific islands for many a few feet north of the present day
years, and he claims to have wit site of the American Legion House
on Main street.
nessed the incident he describes.
Reuben Carver, second son of
He was, according to the story,
Thacdeus
Carver was born Aug 27,
the guest of an island planter who
1797.
When
he was 20 years old he
invited him to witness a shark hunt.
Greatly interested, he watched the was married to Hannah Calderwood,
planter’s natives bait the water with daughter of James Calderwood who
the blood of a cow, and was amazed in those days owned the estate
when hundreds of sharks responded, known today as the Fred Hall place,
dotting the water and feeding off near the Carrying Place Bridge, so
called.
the bits of meat.
But his amazement turned to as Reuben first resided in a log cab
tonishment when he saw the na in which he erected near the site
tives go out among the sharks in where now stands the residence of
flimsy canoes, pushing the large fish the late Moses Webster and which
about with their paddles and hands, today is the property of Mrs. Ora
until they found the type they want , Jones and occupied by Mr. and Mrs.
ed—oil-bearing sharks. These they Frederick Jones.
slew with an axe.
Mr. Carver lived in his log cabin
The sharks, according to the tell for six years and then built the
er of the tale, were interested only house near Union Church in the
in the cow meat and paid no atten east side of the town which has
tion to the natives among them.
The marines here, however, still been the home of his descendents
for many years and which today is
prefer to battle Japs.
the property of his granddaughter,
Mrs.
Walter Robbins.
I
Reuben Carver was probably the
P. T. Barnum
Phineas Taylor Barnum, fabulous most outstanding of all the local
American showman, was born in business men of his time. He began
Bethel, Conn., July 5, 1810, son of his career early in life and in about
Philo F. and Irena Taylor Barnum. 1826 commenced building vessels
His first job was in his father’s which ultimately became his prin
store, followed by a turn at bartend cipal pursuit although he had inter
ing in New York city, from which he ests in other activities such as
returned to Connecticut to run his lumbering, curing and smoking fish,
own store, sell Bibles, lottery tickets running sawmills and constructing
and edit a weekly newspaper in Dan buildings. He and his brother John
bury. In 1834 he bought George are credited with conducting a lime
Washington’s old nurse, Joyce Heth, kiln near the site where once stood
for $1,000, and placed her on exhibi the Lane-Libby store. The venture
tion. Barnum next purchased the
American Museum in New York, was a failure and was soon aband
1841, and operated it with his usual oned.
The historians inform us that in
success. Jenny Lind, the ’’Swedish
nightingale,” was his find, and her 1826 Capt. Reuben contracted to
American tour under his auspices build, for Boston parties, a vessel of
began a long procession of European about 150 tons burden. The con
artists to America. Finally he or tract specified that the vessel
ganized “The Greatest Show on should be built of spruce throughout
Earth,” which developed into a three there being an abundance of that
ring circus; later combined with a kind of wood In Vinalhaven forests.
rival to form Barnum and Bailey Work on the vessel was begun about
and opened under that name in New the tniddle of March and she was
York in 1881. He died 10 years later. launched in August. She had a
spruce keel, stern and sternport
also spruc^ timbers and plank and,
Lead Poisoning
tradition says, "when all rigged and
“Wet Paint” means nothing to ready for sea they placed a spruce
livestock, but it is- a serious loss to jib on her.’’ Then she was loaded
owners when cattle die from lead
poisoning after licking newly paint with spruce wood and sent to Bos
ton.
ed surfaces.
She bore the name of “Plymouth
Several cases of lead poisoning
Rock
” and, taken all together, was
emphasize the need for keeping ani
rather
a sprucy looking craft.
mals from buildings, fences and oth
Capt. Reuben Carver was select
er equipment with a freshly painted
surface that looks particularly suc man for several years and served
culent to them. Old paint buckets one year in the legislature. He was
are not above reproach and they considerably past 99 when he died.
also should be kept out of reach of “Frugality” appears to have been
livestock.
the watchword of the above men
Deaths from lead poisoning are tioned iReuben and a favorite story
even more tragic because they are of his present day descendents runs
so easily prevented by a little care as follows:
on the, part of the owner.
It seems that both John and Reu
ben always owned a fine yoke of ox
en which, in those, days, was a very
Used in Hat Making
necessary
and important adjunct.
Some of the properties of Aralac,
But
cne
year
the hay crop had not
from casein, have made it most
adaptable for use in hat-making. It *been quite up to standard, feed
combines readily and has been wide prices soared and beef was corres-'
ly used with rabbit fui* In the manu pondingly high.
Reuben, at this time, had a fine
facture of fur felt, and with wool for
wool felt. It takes dying and proc pair of plump animals that would
essing as well as rabbit fur and has bring a high price as beeves, so he}
some advantages over fur. Fur va decided to butcher them. One of
ries in strength, length and quality. his friends inquired of him, “What
Aralac can be controlled to give a are you going to do for oxen next
standardized product which is more Summer?” whereupon the crafty
velvety to the touch than rabbit fur. Reuben answered with a chuck’e,
In suede-finished hats, it gives a "Borrow brother John’s.” And that's
silkier surface than the all-fur hat, exactly what he c’id.
and it also gives a desirable soft
Early Settlers
ness to wool felL
CYRIL BROWN: Cyril Brown
came here at an early date, it is
Cut Fuel Use
thought from Rhode Island. He be
Many tractors could be operated came prominent in town affairs,
on 15 to 25 per cent less fuel through was selectman for a number of
correct carburetor adjustment, lu years and represented the town in
brication, and proper setting of the Central Court.
spark plugs and magneto. When it
He settled near the present site
takes 100 to 180 gallons of fuel to
of
Brown’s Head Light Station from
plow a 40-acre field, 40 to 80 gal
lons' to disc that field, 60 to 80 to which it is' presumed that locality
Haul a grain drill over it and 30 to derived its name.
URIAH NORTON: Uriah Norton
W gallons to harrow IL a 25 per
cent reduction in fuel becomes im came here from Cape Cod and lo
portant.
______ , cated. near Fox Island Thorough

fare He was engaged in business,,
having a small store near his home.
He was a man of excellent charact
er and served as the town treasurer
for several years. He had two
daughters, one of whom married a
son of Dr. Theophilus Hopkins.
INCREASE LEADBETTER. JR..
Increase Leadbetter, Jr„ came here
from Massachusetts about 1767 and
settled near Crockett’s River. He
married Elizabeth Calderwood and
they had thirteen children. He lat
er removed to the town of Leeds
where he died.
JOHN
LEADBETTER:
John
Leadbetter, brother of Increase, Jr.,
was also one of the early settlers
and owned the estate near the
Crockett River district known today
as the William Lawry place, which
it is said he purchased from his
brother. He was twice married' his
first wife being Mercy Brown and
his second was Lucy Pool, a widow.
INCREASE LEADBETTER, SR.,
Increase Leadbetter, Sr., was a
blacksmith by trade, came here in
about the year 1769 and resided with
his sons.
(To be continued)

UNION
MRS CHARLOTTE HAWES
Correspondent
z\ XX
z\ zs *•
Telephone 2-21
A deer was shot Tuesday on the
Union Fair Grounds by Sidney
Kirkpatrick. Elmore Spear tagged
one Wednesday.
Wesley Best, S2c. arrived Thurs
day for a 15-day leave He will re
port back to New York for duty.
Mrs. Best, who has been visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Helen Creamer,
returned Monday to her home in
Berwick.
Robert McKinley went last Tues
day to Boston.
Harold Fossett has returned from
Boston.
MLss Lily Lake of Milton, Mass.,
is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Linwood.
Miss Lois Nichols, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Nichols,
has received notification of a free
trip to Chicago, as 4-<H canning
champion.
A Silver Wedding
Mr. andi Mrs. William Gleason
observed their 25th wedding an
niversary Sunday at their home in
South Union by holding “Open
House.” They were the recipients
of cards, flowers, and many gifts,
including a maple bed from their
children, silver, a wool blanket and
money.
The dinning room table was at
tractively arranged' w’ith a largo
center piece of yellow chrysanthe
mums. Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Eleanor iMcAllister, Mrs.
Frances Lucas, Mrs. Marion Alden,
Mrs. Aleda Fossett and Mrs. Chris
tine Barker.
Mr. Cleason, son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Fred A Gleason and Mrs.
Gleason, the former Margaret
Thurston, daughter of Wilbur
Thurston of South Union, were
married in this town Nov. 12, 1919
by the late Rev Charles Plumer,
Mrs. G L. Reynolds (sister of the
bridegroom) of Muske^han, Mich,
and Maynard' Lucas were attend
ants at the wedding. Mrs. Charles
Hoyt played the wedding march.
The Gleasons have four children,
Mrs. Howard McAllister of Rock
land, Miss Dorothy Gleason at
home, and Pvt. William T. Gleason
of North Camp Hoed, Texas, and
Richard Gleason, attending Gram
mar School. One of the happiest
moments during the day, was when
they received a telephone call from
their son. William, in Texas, offer
ing congratulation!:
There were 60 guests present, not
including the immediate family.
Out of town guests were Mr. and
Mrs. A. T Thurston of Rockland
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rowe,
Warren.

High Quality!
Low Cost!
Valuable
Coupon!
i Redeemable at all
Octagon Premium Storest
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Barnes of Cushing, one aged uncle.
Ernest Clark of Manchester, N. H,
and his daughter, Mrs. Lena Perry.

Park Theatre, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

CAMDEN
A A
A, A

Upham-Barlow

j At the home of Mr. and Mrs
| Wendell Barlow, a wedding took
ZK X«< ZX, A
1 place, Friday night when their
ZS Z\
daughter, Gwendolyn, was married
TeL 113-3
to John Upham, Jr., of this town
Rev. Herbert W. Flagg performed
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bowe went the double ring ceremony, the vows
Saturday to Boston to visit friends being taken beneath an evergreen
for several weeks.
arch detorated with white pompon
Miss Mary Luee, student at Colby chrysanthemums. The couple were
College, passed the week-end with attended by the bride's sister," Miss
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elston Elizabeth Thurston of Rockland;
Luce
and Chester Smalley of this town,
Mrs. 'William B. Poster of Ply- with Ruth Barlow as flower girl
The bride’s dress was of aqua
moutlh, N. H.. was a recent caller on
crepe with black accessories and
Mrs. Henry Shaw.
Mrs. Earle F. Wilson of Gray, she wore a corsage of pink roses
spent the week-end with Mr. ard and white chrysanthemums. Miss
Thurston was dressed in black vel
Mrs. Fred Overlock
vet
and wore a corsage of pink roses.
Mrs. Isadore DeWinter of Gardi
The
1 lower girl wore blue taffeta
ner, is guest of Miss Christine
and
carried
an old-fashioned' nose
Moore.
gay. The bride’s mother was
Miss Ruth Kelliher spent the dressed in green crepe and her cor
week-end with her parents in Ban sage w’as cf yellow roses.
gor.
The u-edding march was played
Miss Jean Crie. student at Colby
by
Mrs. Edward Thurston of War
passed the week-end1 with her
ren.
sister-in-law of the bride.
mother, Mrs. Oscar Crie.
Following
the ceremony, a re
Mr. and Mrs. M. Banes Stanley
ception
was
held, during which a
and son, Ronald, of Bath were holi
beautiful
wedding
cake, made by
day guests cf Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Miss
Elizabeth
Thurston,
was cut
Stanley.
by
the
bride
and
bridegroom.
Re
The Pythian Circle meets Friday
freshments
w
’
ere
servea
by
Miss
at 2 o’clock. Supper will be served
at 5 o’clock, the committee being: Angela Upham, sister of the bride
Mrs. Dora Maxey, Mrs. Effie Pryor, groom, Mrs Robert Wolfe and Miss
Mrs. Ina Keizer. At 7.30 p. m the Ethel Upham, had charge of the
regular meeting of Mayflower guest book.
Out of town guests were: Mr. and
Temple P. S., will be held.
Miss Angelia Upham, who is em Mrs. Haggett of Boothbay Harbor,
ployed at the State House in Au Mrs. Katherine B. Lewis and
gusta, was week-end guest of her daughter Grace, Mrs. Bessie Ken
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Up niston of Boothbay Harbor.
The couple left on a short wed
ham.
Pfc. George Hall, who spent a 21- ding trip. Mrs. Upham is employed
day furllugh at his home on Beech- , at M.B and C. O. Perry- Co. and
woods street, returned to Lake Mr. Upham is employed at
Placid, N. Y., Thursday for further Perry’s Park Street Market.
orders. He was accompanied by
Mrs. Hall.
SOUTH THOMASTON
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stanley spent
Thrift Christmas Fair
Sunday in Bath as guests of Mr. and
£ince August the Community
Mts. M. Banes Stanley.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl C. Smith and Service Club has been working dili
daughter, Leona, of Attleboro, gently to produce desirable gifts
Mass., were holiday and week-end which will be on sale at 2 o’clock
guests of his brother and sister-in- Dec 1 in the Grange Hall.
law, Rep. and Mrs. William T.
These articles which are reason
ably priced and all hand made are:
Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Rich and Afwons (many made from the beau
family, who have been occupying tiful and durable costume printed
the house owned by Arthur Pease grain sacks), many pure linen pieces
on Knox street, have moved to trimmed with hand crocheted lace
or embroidery, braided rugs, cuddle
Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hinckley and dolls and animals, felt toys, chil
daughter, Nancy, of Boston were drens dresses, underarm bags, po
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs. mander balls, powder toilet mitt3,
Bowdcin Grafton.
hand knitted; mittens, firtip pil
John Paulsen is a surgical pati lows, bridge sets (cloth, napkins and
apron to match) patchwork com
ent at Knox Hospital.
Mrs. William Foster, has returned forters with lovely patterned soft
to her home at Plymouth, N. H., outing flannel backs, home ccoked
after visiting Mr. and Mrs. William food, canned foods, vegetables etc.
and a mystery Christmas Tree
Richards.
Mrs. Fred) Overlock was hostess to where one can choose and purchase
the Contract Club Friday afternoon a package on the tree., from Santa
at her home here. There were three Claus who will be present with his
tables in play with the highest score secretary’ to take the names and
going to Mrs. James Creighton, Christmas wishes of all the boys and
second to Mrs. Richard Elliot and girls.
third; to Mrs. Fred Overlock. The
The usual fine supper will be
club will meet with Mrs. Fred Over from 5.30 to 720 at the same rea
lock next week.
sonable price as the Summer Fair.
Pine Cone Troop. Girl Scouts,
At 8 o'clock a variety program
held a court of awards, Friday at w’ill be given consisting of moving
their room in Watts Hall. A skit pictures and musical numbers by
was put cn by the girls commending out of town artist\
Girl Scout Week, and refreshments
Entire proceeds will be used for
were served. Gay Stetscn presented the various charitable projects to
the girls for the awards and Frances which the club makes generous do
Lunt acted as chairman of the busi nations such as gifts to Service
ness meeting. Second class badges Men, War Chest, Red Cross, infan
were won by Jean Williams, Con tile Paralysis Foundation Cancer
stance Knight, Charlene Spaulding, Control, local needs, which may
Janet and Betty Kamey, Margaret arise and to purchase materials for
Mayo, Joan andi Audrey Young, the Summer Fair.
Priscilla Burton. Geraldine Billings,
Committees are: Sale —Fancy
Edith Hunt. Virginia Saunders, and Work, Mrs Wallace Bragg, Mrs.
Christine Maxey. Special badges, William Clement, Mrs. Robert RooJean Williams for interior decora inson and Mrs. Allard Pierce;
tion, design and hostess: Constance aprons and fir pillows, Mrs. Oscar
Knights, needlecraft, design and Bassick, Mrs. George Fantom and
hostess, Charlene Spaulding, design: Mrs. Charles Hill, Foods; Mrs. Wil
Betty Kamey. design: Margaret liam Makmen, Mrs. Amos Norton.
Mayo, bookebinding, handiwoman. Mrs. Clifford Dennison and Mrs.
bird finding, cook and interior Eben Elwell; comforters and rugs,
decoration. Frances Lunt has 14 Mrs. Fred Ripley and salvage Gar
badges with only 10 needed to be ments, Mrs. Albert Davis. Mystery
come a first class Girl Scout.
Christmas Tree, Santa Claus and
Mrs. Lucia M. Cooley
Mrs. Amos Makinen.
Supper, Miss Louise Butler in
Mrs. Lucia M. Cccley, daughter
of Leander P., of Be’mont, and charge of kitchen; Mrs. Bertha
daughter of Evelyn F. Cark of Hanley, in charge of dining room
Northport died Tuesday ai Knox Entertainment, Mrs. A. F. Sleeper.
Any donations or other help to
Hospital where she had been a
this cause will be greatly appreci
patient six weeks. .
She was born Oct. 13, 1879 in ated. Any of the committee mem
Northport but spent the greater bers may’ be contacted for further
»
part of her life in Worcester, Mass. information.—adv.
She came to Cushing to live with
her sister, Mrs. Maud Barnes, and
THE NEAT
later bought a home there. The past
two and one-half years she had 7W/NG TO OO
been nurse for Roger Creamer until
she was taken ill and went to Knox
Hospital for two serious operations.
She was buried in Cushing in the
lot beside her husband. Funeral
...with a can. Remove
services were held Thursday
She is survived by two sisters. label, wash, flatten. Store flattened
Mrs. Clifford Pendleton of Lin cans in separate container next to
colnville Center and Mrs. Maud your trash can. Save for local pickup.

Z\ A
A

MISS HELEN M. RICH
Correspondent
sx s ;
Tel. 2214

GLADYSO CONDON
Correspondent

Mr. and Mrs. Albert W. Hastings
r.ad sons were dinner guests Sunday
‘ or Mr. and Mrs Ernest Hastings of
South Hope. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Harris cf Rutland, Mass. were also
dinner guests at the Hastings home.
Mrs. Emma Norwood. Mrs. Margaret
Sawyer of Warren andi (Mrs. Hast
ings recently visited Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Hastings.
The annual drive for membership
and contributions to the local YM.
CA. started Monday, and will end
when the quota of $2590 has been
reached. In order to have a central
location the “Drive" Headquarters
will be at the store of A. S. Prince
An attractive display relative to the
Cary Grant, Constance Bennett, Roland Young in ’‘Topper”
Y.M.CA. work will be in the win
dow. It is hoped that all members
and contributors will pay their dues
or make their pledges at the head
quarters without waiting to be per
sonally solicited. Each contribution,
25 YEARS AGO
or pledge will be registered on a
chart showing the progress of the
drive.
The annual Parish Meeting of the
A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested
Congregational
Church will be held
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1919.
in the Parish House Wednesday at
7 30 o’clock.
Mrs. Anne Haskell of Belfast is
Camden, Oct.lO, Marston Bever guest of Mr. and IMrs. J. H. Hobbs.
Almon P Richardson resigned as
City marshal to become a field dep age of North Haven and Misfe Jes
Dorothy Lord, w’ho recently
uty on the staff cf the Internal sie Tilden of Bamden,
finished
her boot training in the
Brookline, Mass., Nov—John M.
Revenue Collector.
WAVES
at Hunter College, New
Local milk dealers announced a; Kendricken of Boston and Priscilla
York
City,
is now Hospital Appren
A. Kimball formerly cf Rockland.
price of 14 cents a quart.
tice
located
at the Naval Hospital
Jamaica Plain, Mass., Oct. 31, Au
The Consolidated Bakery Com
in
San
Diego,
Calif.
pany, Fiank C. Flint manager was gustus B. Huntley, formerly of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thomas French, Jr.,
fitting up quarters on Park street. . Rockland, and Miss Ida I. Buxton
are
spending
a
week
in Boston.
Albert R. Marsh bought the Dr. of Jamaica Plain.
Mrs. Holly Bennett and Miss
South Thomaston, Nov. 1, Arthur
J. C. Hall house on Middle street.
Rev. John Pettingill. former pas A. Foster cf Camden and Gertrude Ruth Bennett are visiting in Ports
mouth, N. H.
tor of the Littlefield Memorial Clark of South Thomaston.
Rockland,
Nov.
1.
Ralph
G.
Scott
Mrs. Ray Easton spent the week
Church, died at his home in Jeff
of Calais and Dora Wiley of Rcck end in Rockland.
erson.
A complimentary banquet was land.
Miss Nancy Hobbs returned
Rockland, Nov 3, Luctft A. Perry Saturday from her vacation spent
tendered to Rockland's ex-service
ln Boston. men at Temple Hall. The banquet and Frances A. Sukeforth.
Thomaston, Nov, 8, Maurice J.
The Ladles’ Circle of the Con
was presided over by Frank H. In
gregational Church will hold! its
graham. Among the speakers were Brasier and Jennie F. Robinson.
Thomaston. Nov 10, Eddie Stone pre-Christmas sale at the Parish
Mayor R. S. Thorndike. Postmaster
Jchn L. Donahue. William C. Bird, and Carrie Clark, both of St. George House Wednesday afternoon, Dec. 6.
Rockland, Nov. 10, Charles H.
Bowman Durkee, employed by
Rev. Fr. James A. Flynn, .Rev. Pliny
Allen, Jr., Walter H. Butler, com Robishaw oT Rockland to Esther Charles Dana Gibson on 700-Acre
Island, spent the holiday week-end
mander of Winslow-Holbrook Post, Wincapaw of Rockland.
• • • •
with his family on Union street.
responded.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Robertson of
These births were recorded:
• The Lime Rock Railroad hauled
Jackson
Heights, Long Island, N. Y..
Rockland,
Nov.
3,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
in October 474 loaded freight cars
are parents of a daughter Nov. 11.
with a tonnage of 28,802,424 pounds Vernal Chapman, a daughter.
Rockland, Nov. 2, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Robertson was formerly Miss
in addition to 33,124.000 pounds of
limerock. 10,680.000 pounds of rock Lewis E. Small, a sen—Lewis Er-. Helen Thorndike, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Allston Thorndike, Chest
nest.
and chips and 3552 tons of coal.
Rockland. Oct. 25, to Mr. and nut street.
Mrs. Sanford K. Hatch, 45, died at
Miss Joan Wibham, a student at
Mrs. Harold L. Stetson, a daughter
her home on Pleasant street.
the Boston M*useum School of Art,
Oliver Hamlin tripped and fell —Helen.
against an iron bar in the East
Rockland Oct. 31, to Mr. and Mrs. spent the week-end at her home.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Rankin and
Coast ice manufacturing plant and Parker S. Merriam of Owl’s Head,
daughter
of Schenectady have been
a bad gash was cut in his forehead. twin daughters, Virginia and Dor
visiting Mr. Rankin’s parents.
John H. McGrath was on his othea.
Lt. Comm. Grover C. Small of the
way to the Harvard-Yale football
Thomaston, Oct. 25, to Mr. and
Maritime
Academy at <?astine, Mrs.
Mrs. Earl C. Coates, a daughter—
game.
Small
and
bheir daughter, Lucy,
Dr. C. L. Crockett bought the S. Belle Keller.
were
guests
Sunday
of Mr. and Mrs.
H. Webb house, 16 Summer street. I Rcckland, Nov 3. to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Marion Ulmer Piper, form Alexander U. Dougherty of Camden, C. P. Brown.
Mrs. Olive Crockett and family
erly of Rockland, died in Somer a daughter—Eleanor Glover.
have
moved from Park street to
Rockport, Nov. 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
ville, Mass., aged 73.
Ingraham
Hill. Rockland.
Mrs. Abner Bills, died at the age Judson Foster, a son.
The
first
meeting for the season
Rockland, Oct. 23, to Mr. and
of 93.
of
the
Community
Hospital Club
The two Belfast theatres. Colon Mrs. Robert R. Abbott, a daughter,
will
be
Thursday
afternoon
at the
ial and Opera House joined the —Viola.
home
of
Mrs.
C.
P.
Brown.
Lunch

Black Circuit, A. S. Black presi
Rockland. Nov. 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
eon
will
be
served
at
1
o'clock.
Maurice Proctor, a daughter—Izora.
dent.
At the whist party at the Grange
Benjamin Miller bought the Eu
Rockland, Nov. to Mr. and Mrs.
Hall
Saturday night there was a
gene Spear house on Union street. Samuel Leman, a daughter—Paul
tie
for
first prize, the winners be
• • • •
ine.
ing Mrs. Louise Lunbar and Mr.
Rockland, Nov. 7, toMr. and Mrs.
The marriages for this period
H. I. Eugley of Waldoboro a daugh
were:
Chester L. Buck, (a son-^John Hob
Thomaston, Nov. 3. Charles W. ter—Janice Crowley.
»
Rockland, Nov. 7, to Mr. and Mrs. son.
Orcutt cf East Weymouth. Mass.,
Freedom,
Nov.
—
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
and Blanche A. Creamer of Thom Wilfred C. Gamache, a daughter—
O.
B.
Ward,
a
son.
Annette.
aston.
Washington, Nov. 10, tO'Mr. and
Owl’s Head, Jiov. 7, to Mr. and
Rockland. Nov. 1, Albert Slingsby,
Mrs.
H. M. Lenfest, a daughter—
Mrs.
James
Bray,
a
daughter.
Jr., and Mildred Smith both of St.
Ruth.
Rockland, Nov. 10, to Mr. and Mrs.
Gecrge.
Rockland, Nov. 14, to Mr. and
Rockland, Nov. 3. Joseph E. Ames Emanuele Marino, a daughter—
Mrs.
Charles Boardman, a daughter.
of PortClyde and Mrs. Sadie L. Therese.
Rockland,
Nov. 11, to Mr. and Mrs.
Hope. Nov.4, to Mr. and Mrs.
Marks of Vinalhaven.
Oscar
F.
Ames
of Matinicus, a
Woodbury
Lermond.
a
son
—
Robert
Rockland, Oct. 7, Charles K. Mcdaughter.
Whinnie and Grace M. Staplefold. William.
Rockland, Nov. 17, to Mr, and Mrs.
Camden, Nov 9. to Mr. and Mrs.
Rockland, Nov. 1, Edward T. PayFrank
F. Richards, a son—Frank
William
Fitzgerald,
a
son.
son. Jr., of Rockland and Marion
Farmington, Nov. 12. to Mr. and F. Jr.
H. Hanly of Warren.
• • • •
North Haven. Oct. 31, Hardd E. Mrs. Albert K. Gardner, a son—
Emerson P. Thorndike, 14, of
Hutchins of Matinicus and Mrs. Ad Charles Sherer.
West
Rockport, died suddenly in
Rockland, Nov. 1, to Mr. and Mrs.
die S. Brown of North Haven.
Rockland.
During the Civil War he
Tenants Harbor Oct. 29. Albert Fied Townsend, a daughter—Nina
was
confined
in Libby and Salis
J. M. Grant of Boston and Emma G. Florence.
bury
prisons.
Rockland Nov. 12, to Mr. and Mrs.
Giles of Tenants Harbor.
Joseph Calderwood’s new bunga
low at Vinalhaven was approaching

Strand Theatre, Friday and Saturday

completion.

James Rokes of Thomaston re
signed as paper salesman on the
Maine Central Railroad.
Charles Bradbury bought the
house in South Thomaston owned
by John Dyer.
Mrs. Lucy Morse. 74, died in War
ren.
Devion Nathaniel Jones, 89, died
in Camden.
Alice Pease bought the house at
fort Clyde occupied by John Leach.
Miss Dora French bought the
Ward Stetson house in Warren.
Mrs. A. A. Simmons of Appleton was dismayed when a cellar
shelf containing 90 quarts of canned
foods smashed into the cellar floor.
Lewis R. Montgomery, 83. died in
Warren.
Rev. S. H. Sargent closed his la
bors as pastor of the Congregation
al Church in Thomaston.
Marcellus Metcalf, 77, died in
Camden.

Awkward And
Mouth Sore With

FALSE TEETH

Pepti-Cola Company. Long Itland City, <V. T.
FKANCUISED BOTTLER; PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF AUBURN

Only a dentist is qualified to refit
loose, 111-flttln.j den’al plates which
may cause sore spots or Irritate the
gums. Until your dentist can give you
this attention FASi'.LKT’H will hold
plates more flrmiy ln place and soothe
sore gums. FASTEETH Is alkaline—
teips prevent acid irritation and
checks plate odor (denture breath)

Lucile Watson and Barbara Brit Wh in "Till Wc Meet Vain,"

Get FASTEETH at any drug ftore,

Fournier cf Lincolnville.
Mrs
Francina Carver of Lincolnville and
Ralph Brown of Hope scored a tie
for second prize and the consola
tion went to Mrs. MacKenzie of
Hope. There will be another party
next Saturday.
The Armistice Night Dance at the
Town hall, sponsored by Arey-Heal
Post, proved to be a success.

Strand Theatre, Wednesday and Thursday
r

Another except!
program is arrangec
al Club members
and evening, Nov.
Merrill’s home, wit
6 o’clock; current
vorite memorized qi
talk by Mrs. S. Euj
life member. Miss
Portland, club lift
was ill, has recoveTf
to address the club
We Here?” Wilbur
current even
ai*> his famous "K
Parade” in colors
tosh will sing fav
serve as accompanl
liant cometists. Fr
his Camden pupil.
Rev. Lynn V. Farru
den pastor of the
gational Church, w
timely topic, “Thins;
from politics durin
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E. A. OHAMFNEY
Correspondent

ZX Z^ ZX A.

Tel. 2220

Inspection of Fred A Norwood.
W. R. 1C., will be held Friday. Mrs.
Louise Cole, junior vice president
will be the inspecting officer. Sup
per at 6:39. Those not solicited will
take sweets.
The Farm Bureau will meet
Thursday with Mrs. Nellie Hall, 21.
Ocean street, Rockland. The sub
ject will be "Reclaiming the Fam
ily Wardrobe.” by clothing leader
Mrs. Helen Brewer. Members will
take soup bowls, silver, sugar and
butter.
Mrs. Nellie R. Ballard of Sanford
spent the week-end at home.
Tl\e Methcdist choir will meet
Wednesday night with Mrs. Amy
Miller. Everyone is invited to be
present to practice Christmas mu
sic.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will
meet Wednesday with Mrs. Marie
Bisbee.
A surprise party was given for
Miss Shirley Staples, Sunday at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Roland
Crockett. Those present were Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Crockett, Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Crockett and son (Har
old, Mrs. Margaret Carr of Rock
land, Mrs. Harvey Crockett of
Thomaston, Mr. and Mrs. Vere
Crockett and daughters, Sally and
Betsy of Rockville, Frank Thomas of
Camc’cn, Mrs. Harold Kaler, Mr. and
Mrs. Roland Crockett, Miss Virgin
ia Nash, Mr. and Mrs. Russel Staples
and daughter Patricia and Dorothy
and son Russel, Jr., Miss Staples
was presented with a beautiful cake
and many presents.

TALK OF THE TOWN
F. J. Hunter and Capt. A. B. Nor
ton have returned from a hunting
trip in Washington County, Captain
Norton bringing home a deer.

Pvt. Richard F. Simmon^ who is
stationed at Fort Devens ^pent the
W’eek-end with his parents Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Simmons of Rockland.
Chicken supper and initiation are
in order for the Elk's meeting to
night.

The Barn Door Canteen at the
home of Mr and Mrs. John Passon
Gay street, was the scene of a hap
py surprise party Friday night when
the 15th birthdays of Jack Passon
and Donald Marsh were celebrated.
The bam 'was made attractive with
evergreen, streamers and lanterns.
Music for dancing was by Arthur
Crockett and his accordian and re
freshments were served by Morris
Perry and Jchn Passon. Guests
were Kenneth Bradley, KaBie Snow,
Ruth Bowley, Earline Perry, Gail
Rogers, Lynn Rogers, Edwin Ham
lin, Clifford Cameron Diane Cam
eron, Henriella Stiles, Barbara Ful
ler, Penny Holt, Marilyn Spear, Car
ol 'Ann Wolcott. Wayne Drinkwater,
Richard Freeman, Donald French,
Richard Senter, William Robertson,
Richard Randall, Kathleen Paul,
Greta Nelson, Anna Bullard, Charlie
Perry, Mona Joyce, 'Donald Me Lelan and Robert Teel. Mrs. Morris
Perry, Mrs. Robert Teel and Mrs.
Passon were chaperones. The boys
received many fine gifts. The party
was planned by Mona Joyce. Katie
Snow, Carol Ann Wolcott and Hen
riella Stiles.

TENANT’S HARBOR

Tuesday-Frida

y

Mrs. Arthur Dear
Bradford have rctr
ton, where they ha
Mrs. Dean's mothej
Massaroni, who uni
operation at Pete:
W&pital.
Eugene Pallette, Mary Nash, Stanley Prager and Gale Robbins
“In The Meantime, Darling’

UNION

Patriotic Program

Presented By North Haven
Young Folks On Armistice
Night

The Auxiliary of the American
Legion will sponsor a public card
party Saturday night at the home of
Mrs. Elda Lermond. Serving with
Mrs. Lermond on the committee are
Mrs. Frances Lucas and Mrs. Ariel
Leonard.

North Haven, Nov 11
Lawrence Morton returned Sat
Editor cf Tlie Courier-Gazette: —
urday night from a hunting trip in
An Armistice Evening program northern Maine. He was accompan
was observed in the North Haven ied by Amos Pitcher, Frank Bagley
Baptist Church Sunday Tlie pro and Ted Bagley, all of Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Martin
duction headed by our pastor Rev. Westminister. Mass., nre visiting
J Chesley Rice, assisted by Mrs. relatives in Burkettville and Union
Elizabeth Bunker, with the cast
Clarence Leonard and Edward
made up of cur young people and Cutting left Monday for Colebrook
the choir singing the National an N. H„ and Canada.
The Mary Wallace Circle will
thems made a most profound patri
meet
tonight at the home of Mrs.
otic entertainment which made us
all think most deeply and sincerely i Wallace.
The WSCS meets Thursday aft
what our flag Old' Glory means to
the world and what our beys are ernoon with Mrs. Lela Haskell.
Seven Tree' Grange is invited to
now fighting to preserve, this na
tion so dedicated that we still can meet with Maple Grange in North
continue to hold high the banner Waldoboro Thursday night to work
the third and fourth degrees.
in God' we trust.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mathews
The church platform was beauti
fully decorated with a background were guests Sunday of their daugh
of cedar which on this was made ter Mrs. Philip Bryer, Boothbay.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Jameson and
the flag, first the stars were placed
representing the 48 states and then daughter Peggy were guests Sunday
each cf the 13 stripes were added of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wallace..
'Linwood Moody of Portlnd spent
by each young person representing what they standi fcr, until final | the week-end with his parents
ly the flag was completed The
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Whalen and
wreath was placed by Miss Phyllis daughter Marie were guests Sunday
Waterman at the base cf the flag of Mr and Mrs. William Robbins.
while the cast formed a V. The
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Tabbott spent
National Anthem "Star Spangled the week-end with Mr. and Mrs.
Banner'' was sung by everyone mak Malcolm Hannan.
ing a most striking picture long tc
Miss Florence Thurston enter
be remembered. Mrs. Maud Simp tained Monday night at a progress
son with the decorations that add ive dinner party. Present were Mrs.
ed so much to the performance, and Ernest Doughty. Mrs. Lela Haskell.
Mrs. Elizabeth Bunker who so gra Mrs. John Creighton, Mrs. Nina
ciously presented the cast deserve Fuller and Mrs. Alfred Hawes.
the highest credit of giving the time
Miss Lillian Williams, R. N„ of
to promote the standard which we Portland spent the week-end with
all like to see in our church. The her parents, «Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
following program was carried out Williams.
as follows:
Mrs. • Fred Sherrard of Portland W
The narrator’ who participated has been guest of her sister Mrs. *
in the highly interesting pregrajn Zena Nelson. Mrs. Sherrard and
were:
Mrs. Nelson went Saturday to PertBuddy Curtis, with the square of land where the later will vislt
Blue.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gleason en
Hope Ames, with the 48 Stars.
tertained at a family dinner party
Albert Gillis (Heritage) first Red Monday night.
Stripes.
Hers hall Haskell (Possessions)
Wool clothing should be suspend
first White Stripes.
ed from hangers, never from hooks,
Richard Crockett, (Resources.)
and should be worn eltemately so
Harriet Stone (Justice)
as to give eaqh article a rest.
Curtis Dickey (Brotherhood i.
Priscilla Mills (Liberty).
Almon Ames (Security).
Hope Ames (Religion).
Buddy Curtis (Education).
Corice Gillis (Health.)
On “CERTAIN DAYS’’ Of The Month?
Danny Pendleton (Happiness).
If functional periodic disturbances T||
Ellen Woostfer (Beauty).
make you feel nervous, tired, restless,
•‘dragged out"—at such times—try fa
Lyman Hopkins (Opportunity).
Lydia E. Plnkham’s Vegetable
Waterman
(Wreath mous
Phyllis
Compound to relieve such symptoms. 11
helps
nature!
Plnkham’s Compound Is
Herman Crockett
Bearer).

It is a source of
many friends to
(Walter H Spear [
strength and that
felt for her recovei

WE SELL
STAMPS
bonds!

FRE1

Nervous, Restless

Mr. and Mrs. Graff have closed
their house on the main street (for
merly the MacKenzie house) and
are now occupying their other home
on the Nook road.
Mrs. Gertrude B. Fellows of Win
throp. has been caring for her aunt
Mrs. Rose Watts the past week.
also a grand stomachic tonic. Follow
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Andrews of
label directions. Worth trying!
Brunswick are at their home hre.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
Mrs. Emma M. Torrey has closed
$3.00 a year
her home for the Winter and is now
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Wesley
Comstock of Rockland.
Mrs. Perley Miller has returned
I WOULD'NT MINO IF ONLY
home from three weeks' stay at
Kncx Hospital where she went for
I COULD LISTEN TO "BRIGHT
observation.
Mr. and Mrs. Erroll Wiley have
HORIZON*OVER WGAN
received a telegram reporting that
AT 11130,^./
,
their sen Raymond Wi’.ey, GMSc.
has Tetumed tothe States fcr leave
' io--with relatives.
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Social Matters

vb«

Another exceptionally «Turing
program is arranged for Edircational Club members Friday afternoon
and evening, Nov. lT&et Mis. Lena
Merrill’s home, with box lunch at
6 o’clock; current news and fa
vorite memorized quotations. and a
talk by Mrs. S. Eugette' Kamto, new
life member. Miss M. E. Amts of
Portland, club life member, who
was ill, has recovered and will come
to address the club on ‘‘How Came
We Here?’’ Wilbur Sengfcr will dlscurrent events pictures and
his famous “Knox County On
Parade’’ in colors. « Bertha McIn
tosh will sing favorites, and also
serve as accompanist for the bril
liant cornetists. Prank Young and
his Camden pupil, Robert Bishop
Rev. Lynn V. Farnsworth of Cam
den pastor of the Warren Congre
gational Church, will speak on the
timely topic, “Things I have learned
from politics during 70 years.”

V1
iid Gale Robbins

INION
ry of the American
[lonscr a public card
( night at the home of
•mond. Serving with
on the committee are
jucas and Mrs. Ariel

Mrs. Geneva Huke came home
fr- m her Boston week-end visit
Sunday night.
” he Dorcas Club met with Mrs.
/ a .ie Hanscom for sewing Montsy afternoon

’ irs Wyman Foster entertained
at luncheon iin her Portland home
oi Armistice Day. Mr. and Mrs. H.
Nf son McDougall of Portland, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank W. Fuller, Mrs M.
E. Wotton of Rockland and Miss
Louise F Veazie of Rockland.

The home of Mrs. Janet Dean on
the Old County road was the scene
of a happy occasion last week when
friends tendered her a surprise gift
shower. Present were Mrs. Arthur
Bowley, Mrs. Richard Stoddard
Mrs. Natale Mazzeo, Mrs. Vaino
Johnson, Mrs. John Ward. Mrs. Le
vi Flint, Mrs. Dante Gatti, Flora
Spear. Miss Maxine Cheyne, Mrs
Mrs Arthur Dean andi Mrs. Peleg Russell Connors and Miss Margaret
Bradford have returned from Bos Adams.
ton. where they have been visiting
Mrs. Dean’s mother. Mrs. Gertrude
Mrs. Thomas Watts has been
Massaroni, who underwent a major visiting her son Ray and friends
operation at Peter Bent Brigham Mr. and Mrs. Charles Schoen in
^jkpital.
Roxbury, Mass., for a week.
It is a source of comfort to her
many friends to learn that Mrs.
Walter H Spear is gaining in
strength and that encouragement is
felt for her recovery.

Mrs. Galen Dow and daughters
Cecil and Norma of South Portland
were weekend guests of Mrs. Dow’s
sister, Mrs. Harold Ingleson, Park
street.

GREAT FEATURES
TUE S.—WED.—THURS.

WHEN EAST
MEETS WEST

Norton returned Sat>m a hunting trip in
He was accompan•itcher. Prank Bagley
,v. all of Camden. \
rs Lloyd Martin of**
Mass., are visiting
irkettville and Union
tonard and Edward
tonday for Colebrook
aada.
Wallace Circle will
it the heme of Mrs.

meets Thursday aftts. Lela Haskell.
Orange is invited to
Grange in North
irsday night to work
tnirth degrees.
Edward Mathews
iiday of their daughBryer, Bcothbay.
Elmer Jameson and
were guests Sunday
Ralph Wallace.,
dy of Portlnd spent
kith his parents.
Murray Whalen and
were guests Sunday
William Robbins.

WE SELL
STAMPS

WE SELL
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BONDS MADE WHILE YOU WAIT ANYTIME

TURKEYS

FREE

FREE

WILL BE GIVEN AWAY

NEXT MONDAY NIGHT
BETWEEN SHOWS

I ewis Tabbott spent
with Mr. and Mrs.

In.
Thurston enternight at a progress Present were Mrs.
Mrs. I,ela Haskell,
‘ighton, Mrs. Nina
Alfred Hawes.
Williams, R. N., of
the week-end with
and Mrs. Clarence
terrard of Portland 1
of her sister Mrs.
Hrs. Sherrard and
t Saturday to Portlater will visit.
Villiam Gleason eniamily dinner party

.should be suspendnever from hooks,
Vorn alternately so
(rticle a rest.

.Restless
trlofllc disturbances
•vous, tired, restless,
such times—try /a•lnkliam's Vegetable
re such symptoms. It
[ham’s Compound Is
lachlc tonic. Follow
'orRi trying!
tUAU'Q VICITABLE
mHffl O COMPOUNO

NOT JUST A PERMANENT
BUT A

MIRA-CURL
COLD WAVE

IF ONLY

GRIGHT

WGAN

Now is the time to enjoy a soft, natural
looking permanent — one that assures you

deep, lustrous waves—long-lasting loveliness.

MIRA-CURL lotions enable you to have
this perfect permanent in complete comfprt—

, without heat—or weighty metal gadgets—and

all in less time. ’too.
MIRA-CURL Cold Wave is the way to hair
beauty—We are pleased to recommend it to
you.—Phone fox a MIRA-CURL Cold Wave
today.
•»- V10 b. m.

Pearle Vanorse. daughter of Mr.
Mourned By Many
Twas Guest Night
“Crazy About It”
Junior Women’s Club
and Mrs. Bert Vanorse. celebrated
her third birthday Saturday by en
This And That
tertaining friends. Games were
And
The
Rubinstein
Club
’
s
And Ruth Johnson, WAVE, Thriving Organization Em
playeJ, with (prizes going to Pauline
and Clayton Keizer. Refreshments,
Response Was An Evening
Advises Other Girls
barks Upon Another
including four beautifully decorated
To Join
Of High Pleasure
Busy Season
birthday cakes, were served. Those
present were: Sharon Robinson.
Yes. when the Rubinstein Club
The Junior Women's Club organ
Carlene Wooster. Julian Rubenstein,
ized
in 1937 and federated in 1938.
announces a concert, it will be quite
Sandra and Frank Baudanza. D;nhas
already embarked upon what
worth your while to attend—if you
na and Mary Boyd, Christine and
promises to be a very successful
are fortunate enough to be invited
Irma Carverson, Lawrence Smith,
season, with the following programs
This proved a fact Friday nigiht,
Byron Chaples. Ciayton and Pauline
By K. S. F.
already presented or to be given:
when, in spite cf the heavy rain
Keizer. Frank Luzzeti, Sharon Kim
Oct. 2. Hostess: Catherine Leadstorm, a lull house greeted the
ball. Beverlv Vanorse. Mrs Beatrice
better.
Assistants: Emma Harding,
mus: clans in their well prepared
Keizer, Mrs. Phyllis Boyd, Mrs.
THREE NEEDS
Jcyee
Johnson, Thelma Brown. Vir
program.
Milton Walker. Mrs. Gertrude Van
-J I know three things must always be
ginia Stoddard. Program: Social
Poitunate indeed (h this club to *To keep a nation strong and free.
orse. Mrs. Eleanor Bauc'oza, Ethel
evening.
Smith. Mrs. Thomas Robinson and
have 90 brilliant a voice aj, its com One is the 'hearthstone bright and
Nov. 6, Hostess: Elzada Barstow.
mand as has Mrs (Bernice Sturte / dear.
Mrs. Carrie Iothrop. Pearle re
Assistants: Virginia Allen. Marie
vant of Bath. Her mastery’ of mel With busy, happy loved ones near;
ceived many gifts. Those invited but
Tillock, Doris Coltart, Dorethy
ody, in bird-like quality of high so- One is ready heart and hand
unable to attend were: Richard
Sherman. Program: Speaker, Frank
I prano tones, was sustained with the To love and serve and keep the
Bunker. Janet and Bobby Ripley.
A. Winslow.
* same poke she Showed aii through
Dennis Merrill, Jimmy To’man.
land;
Dec. 4. Hostess: Madlene Jackson.
The late Capt. Charles E.. Hcl- her delightful concert numbers, and One is a worn and beaten way’
David Hall, Gary Kimball and Betty
Assistants;
Mary Glidden, Alma
Johnson.
brook, formerly of St. George, whose | generous encore favors.
The To where the people go to pray.
Dow, Litza Vardavoulls, Dorothy
death in Somerville, Mass., was reapplause testified to her line So long as these are kept alive
Lawry. Program: Christmas pro
What Is the hardest but most ported in Friday's issue. Capt. Hcl- !
gram, Joke Tree
Mrs
.
Q
at the Nation and people will survive
important job for the 1945-1948 ad
God keep them always, everywhere.
Jan. 8. Annual Guest Meeting
ministration to do? Will it do it; brook was in command of the piano it spells good fortune for the The hearth, the flag, the place of
Hostesses:
Executive Board and
Ruth
Marie
Johnson
WAVE
did it promise it? Educational Club Thomaston Schooner (Hattie Dunn. I soloists. Mrs. Berry always lends
prayer.
Priscilla
Moss,
Margaret Stone, DorForum next Friday at Mrs. Lena when it was sunk by a U-boat dur- that needed support to a singer
i
—Clarence Flynn.
Ruth Marie Johnson, daughter of inda Coughlin. Annie Rhodes Pro
ing the first World War, and was which is net always available. (Her
Merrill’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest J. Johnson. 29 gram: Rockland. Its People. Elzada
set adrift after spending eight days beauty and lightness of touch comA woman appeared in the hat de James street, has graduated from Barstow; Its Government, Madlene
I plement perfectly the voice.
Mrs. Mina Newman of Ash Point, on the “sub.’’
partment of a big New York store
Jackson; Its Education, Doris Col
-----------------1 Marjorie Cushing cf Thomaston not long ago and wanted the blue the Naval Training School at Still tart;
had as guests Sunday, Mrs. Edward
Its Religion. Annie Rhodes;
water,
Oklahoma,
and
has
been
as

The Rockland Society for the opened the concert brilliantly witto lace hat she had seen in one of the
Nason, Mrs. Augustus Newhall and
Its
History,
Dorinda Coughlin. •
children, Donna and Edward New Hard of Hearing will meet Thurs two piano numbers; showing a windows. The salesgirl didn't know signed to active duty at the Naval
Feb.
5,
Hostess:
Luella Post. As
domination of prewees remarkable cf any such hat and appealed to Training Center Bainbridge, Md.,
hall, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brown. day with Mrs. Freeman Brown.
sistants:
Marian
Ginn,
Doris Merri
in one so young. Her sureness of the department head. He knew the Portland Navy Recruiting Sta am, Hilma Brac'street, Margaret
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Pipicello and
Mr. and Mrs. Vtrnal Hail of 42 touch and sparkling technique were
tion announces.
Mr. and Mrs. George Haskell.
Chestnut street, announce the en highly complimentary to her train nothing about it either, but said he
Seaman Johnson enlisted in the Adams.(Program: Red Cross Sewing.
would check up—He found— the WAVES in June, 1944 She re
March,. 5, Hostess: Ruth Mazzeo.
gagement
of
their
daughter,
Alice
The
Congregational
Church
ing. She gave two numbers and “hat” was really a ruffled lace col
Assistants:
Eleanor Johnson. Mary
Louise,
to
Francis
D.
Hedrick
A
O.
ceived
her
basic
training
at
Hunter
group. Odds and Ends will meet
all wished1 for more.
lar
which
some
imaginative
assist

Garrett,
Gertrude
Crockett, Mildred
Tuesday night with Mrs. Mildred M. 3c U. S. N., son of Mr. and Mrs.
It is always a foregone joy wher ant had stapled hatlike onto a College, New York City, and was Brannan Program: Bcok Reviews,
Edwards93 Cedar street. The assist Winfred Hedrick cf New York. No th>c Rubinstein Club is favored with mannequin. A few ingenious and transferred to Stillwater, Okla
Eleanor Johnson, Thelma Brown.
ing hostess is Miss Madeline Phil- cate has been set for the wedding. the combination of Mrs. Ruth San- surreptitious stitches were all that homa. in July fcr Yeoman training.
Gertrude Crockett, Margaret Stone,
Prior
to
her
Navy
enlistment
she
brick.
...
,
born at the piano, and1 Miss Bertha was required to convert the $1.98
Mrs. Guy Nicholas Rooert Hills Luce Wlth
We
was cmplyed by the Camden <fc Maizie Jov, Dorothy Sherman.
neckpiece into a $20 hat. The custo Rockland Water Co.
April 2, Hostess: Gertrude Jordon
Seaman
Methebesec Club will meet 'Friday and Oscar Crockett left today for j for a lreat> clasgic ln
mer
was
satisfied.
Assistants:
Gertrude Moffitt, Malzle
Johnson is new enjoying a ten-days’
at the Universalist vestry. This is California. They will visit friends and exhilarating to one’s musical
• • • •
__
Joy,
Helene
iLclgh, Virginia Sween
in
New
York,
Cleveland
and
Cali

leave at her home on James
guest day so each member may in
appreciation and1 deep enjoyment.
ey.
Program:
Guest Speaker.
A
Brownville
Junction
reader
in

fornia,
enroute.
street.
Interviewed
by
the
local
vite one (guest. Subject is “The Book
They are so wedded in musical quires whether we have heard raMay 7, Annual (Banquet. Election
Navy
Recruiter.
William
Mullen
to

Lovers' Ideal.” Speakers will be
melody of thought, complementing
Mrs. Jcel Wooster, Mrs. J. A. each and1 every tone quality so per c io's John W. Vandercook say “Ex- day, Seaman Johnsen stated “Im cf Officers.
Miss RM|h Rogers of the Rockland
The club offlers are:
Public Library, Mrs. Irene Moran Boyd, Jr., and Corinne Mills of fectly that their performance is QUTS-ite” and whether he is right. crazy about my work in the WAVES,
President, Emma Harding; vice
The
answer
is
twofold.
NcTth
Haven
were
overnight
guests
the Navy Training that I've just
will speak on “Tire Library of Con
high above the average. The Ru
president,
Luella Post; recording
(1)
If
Mr
Vandercook
does
say
of
Mrs.
George
Gherardi.
completed
was
grand
I
do
how

gress.’’ and Mrs. Gladvse Burns will
binstein Club is fully mindful of “Ex-QUIS-ite,” he is wrong; but—
secretary,
Gertrude
Jordon; corres
ever
”
,
Seaman
Johnsen
continued
read an article on “The Library at
Browne Club will meet Thurs£ay their good fortune to have as mem
(2) Mr. Vandercook’s habit of “want to tell all the girls of Rock ponding secretary. Ruth Mazzeo;
the Vatican.”
evening at the Church. Take arti bers these artists of high quality. swallowing his voice has lately land who have hesitated, that they treasurer, Joyce Johnson; Program
Twice Miss Luce responded to the
Virginia
Miss Helen Tootill of Bath spent cles to be given the Home for Aged encores most graciously. The au grown to such proportions that it should enlist now while there is Committee. chairman,
Stcdcard,
Doris
Merriam,
Margaret
Wcmen
on
donation
day.
is
some
time
since
we
have
heard
still
time.
”
the weekend with her mother. Mrs.
dience sang with the high spirit of him say anything.
Adams; Ways and Means Commit
Philip Tootill, Thomaston street.
the times, “America '—sitting all
•
*
*
♦
Mrs.
George
Gherardi
and
daugh

tee,
chairman, Doris Coltart, Mil
Read The Courier-OazAte
ROBERT W STUDLEY
ter Joan were recent guests of their of the verses with a zest which in
dred
Brannan, Margaret Stone,
Speaking of books, if anyone has
Services for Robert W. Studley,
dicated their feelings of satisfac
grandmother in North Haven.
a first edition of Charles Dickens 711, of Glen Cove who died suddenly Madlene Jackson Prisci'la Moss;
tion with the evening's fine enter
“American Notes For General Cir at Camden on Ncv 6. were held at Publicity, Gertrude Crockett; Hospi
George Gherardi Sic U. S. C. G.. tainment.
culation,
” it is worth half a grand. the Burpee funeral home at Rock tality. Elzada Barstow, Mary Glid
Mrs. Grace Srout under whose
has returned t-c his base in New Or
den; Project Committee, Alma Dow,
It
was
in this volume that the
leans, having spent a 19 day leave artistic musicianship this concert English author and traveler includ land on Thursday. Harold F. 'Spear Litza Vardavoulis.
with his family at 60 Grace street. was planned and carried out. scored ed a visit—not only to the folks at of the First Church of Christ Scien
The Club (Members are: Active—
tist, officiating, and Masonic rites
a triumph in every part of the ex
Margaret
Adams, Virginia Allen,
Boston
and
down
the
seaboard
to
were conducted by James A. Stevens
cellent concert.
Read The Courier-Gazette
Elzada
Barstow.
Hilma Bradstreet,
Baltimore
and
over
to
St.
Louis
—
of Aurora Lodge F.&AM. of Rock
The program:
Mildred Brannan, Thelma Brown.
but to tne Shaker village in Leban land.
Andante varlc ......... ................... Haydn on, which is on the Maine border
Bearers were Charles E. Greg Doris Coltart, Dorinda Coughlin,
Valse Brllliante .................. Mana Zuoca
Miss Marjorie Cushing, pianist
There he must have seen—not the ory, Fred Gregory, James Sullivan Gertruce Crockett, Alma Dow, Mary
Marie Antoinette's Seng ...... Jacobson forefathers-and-mothers
of the and Thomas Farley of Glen Cove . Garrett, Marian Ginn, Mary Glid
A Spirit Flower I......... Campbell-Tipton
him*PHONE 2 «
pierrot ............................. Wintter Watts Shakers now left at the present Many beautiful floral tributes bore den, Emma Harding, Madlene JackEncore—The Grocer Boy........................
neighboring settlement in Poland testimony of esteem of friends, son. Eleanor Johnson, Joyce John
. ...... —........................... Richard Malaby
son, Gertrude Jordan, Maizie Joy,
TODAY BARGAIN DAY
since they did not need and produce neighbors and associates.
Mrs. Bernice S. Sturtevant, Soprano
Dorothy
Lawry, Catherine LeadbetMrs
Faith
G.
Berry,
accompanist
Mr. Studley, son of Charles W.
descendants—but their prototypes
Adults 30c, Children 12c
Sonata Allegretto for violin and
ter,
Helene
Leigh. Ruth Mazzeo,
and
Susan
G.
Studley,
was
a
life

Plano ............................... tCesar Franck in quaint and somber garb.
I a. HAYWORTH, F. ASTAIRE
Doris Merriam, Priscilla, Moss,
Encores:
long
resident
of
Glen
Cove.
A
carThe
first
edition
came
out
in
1843
in
The Bee, .—....................... Cesar Franck —just 101 years ago—and had been nenter and joiner by trade, Mr. Gertrude Moffitt, Luella Post, Annie
Rondtno ...................... .... Fritz Kreisler
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Studley, in earlier years was closely Rhodes, Dorothy Sherman. Margar
Miss Bertha Luce. Mrs. Ruth E Sanborn printed on The Strand in London.
“You Were Never
Blue Dinuibe Waltz ................ Strauss
• • • •
associated with his father, both be et Stone, Virginia Stoddard, Virginia
The Moon Goes Drifting. Homer Grunn
Song of The Open ........ Frank 'LaForge
Cut from a contemporary news ing employed by W !H. Glover & Sweeney, Dorothy Thompson, Marie
Lovelier”
Encore: If God Left Only You............
paper: “A good butter substitute Co. of Rockland and' Mr. Swartz, Tillock, Litza Vardcvoulis, Barbara
................................. John H Dinsmore
and
can toe made by boiling the peelings contractor of Camden, and! also, in White.
Mrs. Sturtevant
Inactive: Thurlie Additon, Doro
America, (by the audience (
ANN CORIO
of pears and apples, adding some early shipbuilding days was em
thy
Albert, Ruth Dennett. Marguer
in
1 Mrs Mary Garrett, Mrs. Norma molasses anc| sugar, and cooling.’ ployed at shipyards located at
ite
deRochemont,
Anita Dean, Alice
Rockland,
Rockport
and
Camden.
Andersen, Miss Dorothy Lawry were If this a joke or the real thing,
“Sultan’s Daughter” ; hostesses for the evening.
Fcr many years and during World Gay, Evelyn Goodnow, Beth Hagar,
wonder.
• • • •
War I period Mr. Stud’ey was em Jane Hall, Mary Haskell, Ruth Hoch
—Kathleen S. Fuller.
ployed
by the Camden Anchor, Julia Littlefield Margaret Matheson,
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
A court official after explaining
WALLACE BEERY
I Mrs. E. C. Davis and Mrs. Ann the history of the American Flag to Rockland Machine Co. in boatbuild Jeannette Stahl.
j Warner left this morning for Bos- a group of aliens seeking c'tizen ing and was deeply interested in
BINNIE BARNES
The Bangor Schuman Club is en
this work and' treasured the asso
, ton where they will be met by ship papers, asked one of them:
in
gaged
in the “study of American
ciations
with
this
concern.
friends for luncheon. Wednesday
“Tell me, what flies over the city
Music
”
this year. It will find plenty
For the past two years Mr..
they go on to New York for several hall?”*
“Barbary Coast
that
is
worthy.
Good luck to it.
days. Returning to Boston Mrs. Da
The alien blinked a minute and Studley had been with the Camden
99
Shipbuilding and Marine Railway
vis will |be guest over Thanksgiving replied: “Peejins.”
Gent
Mrs. Shirley F. Beal and children
Co. and as in earlier years has
•orlt
a • • •
of her long time friend Mrs. E. B.
Freddie
and Barbara have recently
been
interested
in
the
shipbuilding
Wilcox cf Swampscott, Mass.
“What,” asks a reader, “lies at
returned
from Kentucky where they
being
done
at
Camden
in
the
pres

.»W6 ”f’
the root of the average-tAmerican's
spent
several
weeks with Cpl. Beal
ent
World
War.
dislike of Communism?” The obvi
’►<>*
who
was
stationed
at Camp Breck
Surviving
are:
Mrs.
'Robert
W
ous answei is: The thing about
inridge, Morganfield, Ky.
Studley
and
son
Charles
A.;
daugh

Communism that most irritates the
average American is the average ters Agnes I. Studley, Mrs. Eva S.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy B. Ware and
Newton and grandchildren Winona
American Communist.
son
Charles cf Andover, Mass.,
Bridges
and
Norma
Newton.
a a a a
spent the week-end with Mr. and
The non-believer is a. man
The mission cifcle of the Uni Mrs. F. C. Howe, North Main street.
Comedy “BUSY BUDDIES’
Who lets the mcraing sunshine in. versalist Church will hold its first
News—Cartoon
And thinks by chance this world meeting in the vestry tomorrow
The housekeepers at the (Congre
began
Shows 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
2:30. Members of the mission circle gational circle supper Wednesday
As men throw dice and lose or win. and women of the church who do night will be Mrs. Erwin M. Spear
The Charm And Freshness That Is
He sees the violets bloom and blow, not belong are invited and urged to and Mrs. Earle C. Perry, co-chair
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
But not the power which makes attend the meeting to hear our men. Mrs. Howard E Crozier Mrs.
RAY MIDLAND
Youth!
them grow.
speaker, Mrs. Ruth (Ellingwood new- Harriet Silsby Frost, Mr^. Philip
BARBARA BRITTON ,
• • • •
y elected representative to the Howard, Mrs. Everett L. Spear. Mrs
tn
Eggplant Casserole
State
Legislative. Mrs. Ella Stod Russell E. Bartlett, Mrs. Nettle
Our
Furs
in
the
/.
Wash
one
medium-size
eggplant
“TILL WE MEET AGAIN”
dard will review religious current Bird Frost. Mrs. Seymour Cameron.
1945 manner lend
split and place in boiling water to events.
Miss Mabel Spear and Miss Alena
themselves per
cover.
Add
one
tablespoon
salt
and
fectly
to
the
L.
Young.
Last Time Today
1 boil twenty minutes. Remove egg Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
verve and vitality
I<\.
GARY GRANT
plant from water and rinse in cold
of youth with the
Buy War Bonds and Stamoa
$3.00 a year
in
distinction char
water. Peel and cut egg plant in
acteristic of
three-quarter-inch cubes. Brown
“ARSENIC and
one chopped onion in one-quarter
cup
olive oil about five minutes.
HELEN (OLDIS) KNIGHT
FURS
OLD LACE’’
Add
onion
and
oil to eggplant. Add
Shows
2.09, 6.15, 8.30
FROM
HAS RETURNED TO GILBERTS
one green pepper, cut in one-quar
ter-inch
cubes;
cne
tomato,
cut
GREEN’S
PERMANENTS
in onehalf-inch cubes; one-half
WAR BOND PREMIER
from
' tablespoon salt, one-eighth teaTUESDAY, NOV. 28
j spoon pepper, and mix ingredients
$5.00
Tickets Available Starting
. lightly. Place ' in greased casserole,
rou to consider careThursday
i cover with one-half cup bread
the important natter of |
i crumbs and top with two tableRelax in our modern salon—
coat investment. A life
!
spoons
butter
Bake
in
moderate
experience in fine furs
skilled beauticians give you a
j oven (350 degrees Fahrenheit)
every
coat
you
buy
at
Tel.
new, breath-taking beauty.
| about thirty minutes, or until
892
Kasy-to-care-for permanents,
1 brown. Yield, about six portions.

HAIL!

r

rS” Of The Month?

These Waves are Available at

ROCKLAND. Mk

a « • «

1

9:45 o. m.

Stories —

HAIRDRESSING SALON
AND BARBER SHOP

284-286 MAIN ST.
15 p.m.

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 826

SPECIAL. NOTICE TO PATRONS
We are pleased to announce that we have secured additional

experienced operators and can now meet ail appointments on the
minute. Open every night until 8 o’clock by appointment.
SERVICE”
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NEXT WEEK-WEDNESDAY
Midnight Show

ABBOTT and COSTELLO

LUC'EN K.

“LOST IN A HAREM”

GREE’’ & SON

Bus To Thomaston After
This Show

BONDS ON SALE

DAY and NIGHT

FURRIERS

16 School St, Rockland

A request by G®n. Dwight Eisen
hower for a neck exerciser greatly
disturbed British officials, who were
unable to find such a device in all
the British Isles They were una
ware of the benefits of a neck exer
ciser and unaquainted with the
non-military accomplishments of
General Eisenhower who. when in
proper shape, can chin himself
three times with one hand and per
form the giant swing. The general
now Jias a neck exerciser, sent
from the United States. *

styled settings.
Everything
from feather fluffs, to up
sweepsAU inexpensively
yours.

LOOK. AS LOVELY AS YOU FELD-VISIT

79-T-tf

GILBERT’S

BEAUTY SALON
375 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

PHONE 142

Tuesday-Friday
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Municipal Research

Continuation Of Committee’s
Report Presented By
Edward C. Moran, Jr.
Chap. 7 Education

To cope with the complex prob
lems of our modern democracy, uni
versal education is necessary. Lack
of education is the principal reason
for the failure of democracy to suc
ceed in some countries, or even to
start in ethers. Even the United
States has not been too successful
ln attaining this essential objective.
Of 73,733,806 adults age 25 and
older in the United States in 1940,
10,104,612 or 13/7% had less than
a fifth-grade education, and 55,699,671 or 76 6% are net high school
graduates. There are almost as
many adults who have never com
pleted a single year of school (2,799,923) as there are college gradu
ates (3.407,331). For each 1000
pupils in the 5th grade in 1928-29,
only 378 were graduated from High
School in 1936 and only 69 were
graduated from College in 1940.
Of 480,767 adults age 25 and older
In the State of Maine in 1940, 35,391
had less tr.an a fifth-grade educa
tion, and 338.572 are not high school
graduates. There are 15,952 college
graduates, but also 9,941 who never
completed a single year of school.
Of 5,425 adults age 25 and older in
the City of Rockland in 1945 168
had less than a 5th or 6th grade;
education; 1,668 cropped out of the
7th or 8th grade; 1,478 started High
(School but didn't finish; 1.251 grad
uated from hifeh school and stepped
there; 328 started college but failed
to graduate, leaving cnly 184 college
graduates in Rockland.
On a percentage basis, and re
stricting the comparison to Maine
urban population and United States
native white population (a different
basis than above), 3.1% of Rock
land adults, 8.3% of Maine adults,
and 7.4% of United States adults
have less than a 5th grade educa
tion; only 32 5% of Rockland adults.
31 1% of Maine adults, and 28.6%
of United States adults are high
school graduates; and only 3.4% of
Rockland adults are college gradu
ates, a lower figure than either
Maine (4%) or the nation (5.4%).
The median years of education
completed are 10.1 years (through
second year of High School) for
Rockland adults, 9.1 years for
Maine urban adults, and 8.8 years
Tor United States native white
adults.
These official Census Bureau
figures as to educational attain
ment show clearly that there are
many adults in our City, State and
Nation (unfortunately through no
fault of their own in many cases*
whose education was cut short
somewhere along the line; as a re
sult, many of them are producing
and consuming cn too low a level
to meet their needs; for them
particularly, but also for all of us,
adult education is an essential.
Education is a continuous, life-time
process. We still have too many
who “know not that they know net"
One cynic has said that “5% of the
people think, 5% more think they
think, and the other 9Or’; would
rather die than think"; without ac
cepting such a drastic appraisal we
can at least agree that education
should do better with each genera
tion. Education in the 20th century
must extend downword to the pre
school group, upward to the adults,
and outward to broadened programs
to meet the needs of today.
Nothing and nobody should be
allowed to interfere with this great
necessity. The vast majority of our
citizens, wttethdr or not they have
children in the schools, are de
termined to have the best possible
education available; those not
fortunate enough to have had the
benefit of much education them
selves are usually in the forefront
demanding that right fcr their
children.
Rockland citizens as a group ap
preciate the necessity of education
The fact that on a percentage basis
Rockland has fewer children and
more adults than either the State
or the Nation, as shown in chapter
one of this Survey, means that in
proportion we have fewer to educate
and more to help pay for education.
Our 1944 assessed valuation of $4,305 per pupil enrolled in our schools
indicates that the local property
tax can do its fair share. However
as shown in chapter two we should
have outside financial aid, and
education is one of the main justi
fications for such aid. Both educaiioual and taxation authorities
agree that the local property-tax
should not bear the entire burden
of the needed educational program.
A. Present Financial Support

The average current expense per
pupil in average daily attendance
Is the best available measure of the
educational facilities made avail
able. The United States Office of
Education has published compara
tive figures for the school year
1941-42 (the latest available) from

WnMUHoik
HohVo—
A FEW DROPS

Quickly Relieve
Distress ot
HEAD COLDS!

It's so easy to get
prompt, effective
relief from dis

tress of head colds with Va-tro-nol!
Works right where trouble Is to reduce
congestion — soothe irritation — make
breathing easier. Also helps prevent
many colds from developing If used ln
time. Trylt! Follow directions in folder.

VICKS VA-TRO-NOL

which the following figures for the
nation and several States are de Predicts Increased Investment
rived ("Education for Victory,’’
By American Farmers During
June 3, 1944 issue pplO-12).
Against the country-wide aver
Sixth War Bond Campaign
age cost of $110.03 per pupil stands
the Maine 1941-42 average of only
WASHINGTON, D. C.—A predic
$73.70. It Is rather startling to learn tion
that American farmers will ings Bonds makes them as liquid as
that 38 of the 48 States spend more invest more money in bonds during a dollar bill, it is no longer neces
sary for the farmer to maintain a
fcr education, on a per pupil basis the Sixth War Loan than in any large
bank account t« meet possible
drive was made today by
than doe§ Maine, and in this com previous
the War Finance Division of the emergencies, Mr. Gamble stated.
parison Maine's nine cohupanions U. S. Treasury.
Therefore, he believes, farmers will
Farmers bought $1,250,000,000
are all Southern States which are worth
of War Bonds during 1943,
notoriously deficient in educational according to the Bureau of Agricul
facilities. Against the Maine figure tural Economics. In 1944 it is be
they can and should pur
of $7370 per pupil. New Hampshire lieved
chase a total of $2,000,000,000, Ted
spends $109.34 Vermont $100.06, R. Gamble, national director of the
Massachusetts $134.15, Rhode Island War Finance Division, said.
Income at Peak
$139.43 and Connecticut $135 64.
The
Sixth
War Lqan, starting No
In the school year 1943-44 there vember 20, comes
at an ideal time
was a total enrollment of 1610 for agriculture, he pointed out.
This is not only the time when
students in the Rockland public
income is at a seasonal peak,
schools; the average daily at farm
but 1944 marks three years of rec
tendance was 1,398. Since the total ord breaking farm income, he said.
Based on information, obtained
expenditures that year on Rock- • fi^om
the BEA, the Agricultural
land schools was $103,487.50, the | Section of the War Finance Divi
Rockland figure is therefore only ; sion estimates the 1944 cash farm
at $20,600,000,000, compared
$74 02 per pupil in average daily at- j income
with $20,000,000,000 in 1943.
tendance.
Although net farm income, due
to higher operating costs, mav not
The 1943-1944 per capita cost of be
greater than in 1943, most farm
Maine elementary school pupils as ers now have reduced their debts
computed by Maine State Depart and consequently will have more
money to put into War Bonds, the
ment ' of Education shows Rock division
reports.
Ted R. Gamble*'
land's figure of $44.15 to be 18th
In the twelve months ending Jan
among Maine’s 21 cities, lower than uary 1, 1944, farmers reduced real convert part of these deposits into
estate mortgages alone by $650,000,- War Bonds.
all except the three smaller cities 000.
War Bond purchasers will provide
of Belfast, Hallowell and Presque
Bank Deposits Gain,
a farm financial reserve to protect
After paying all operating costs against damage by drought, flood
Isle
and necessary family expenses, and livestock disease, will assure
The per capita casts of Maine farmers will have left this year for cash to replace and repair buildings
High School pupils for last school investment and debt reduction over and machinery as well as to build
the Agricultural Sec back soil fertility depleted by war
year (1943-1944) has been released $5,000,000,000,
tion also estimates.
time food production, and will pro
by the Maine State Department of
Because of the fact that new ma vide funds for education, vacations
chinery
is
not
obtainable,
farm
de

and old age security.
Education (Mirpeograph “Legal Tu
are piling up in rural banks.
The high farm income this year
ition Rates,’’ etc., dated Aug. 18. posits
Demand deposits neld by farmers is the result of the huge increase
1944). The comparative figures for in these banks are estimated at in farm production to meet wartime
and time deposits at food needs rather than a rise in
Maine’s 21 cities are interesting. $4,500,000,000
$2,000,000,000. Since tne new
which have been held down
Eliminating Lewiston
(where a method of redeeming Series E Sav prices,
by the OPA it was explained.
special condition not existing in
Rockland prevails) and eliminating
the smaller cities of Eastport, Ells
Smart Girl Scouts
Mr. Weatherwise”
worth, Gardiner, Belfast and' Calais,
we note the following figures:
Biddeford $151.82, Portland $146.58, Netted $151 From. Their In Old Farmers Almanac He
Saco 'Thornton Academy) $144.16,
Apple Sale, Doubling Last
Says It’s Going To Be a
Bangor $14171, South Portland
(current figure not available, previ
Year’s Returns
Tough Winter
ous year $136.08), Brewer $125.70,
The Girl Scout Council apple sale
It’s going to be a tcugh Winter,
Old Town $122.83. Hallowell $120.63,
was
a grand success, the net pro mates, so watch that coal pile or ‘
Bath -$118 04, Auburn $116.47,
Presque Isle $11647, Waterville ceeds being $151.92, double that of fuel tank. So says the 153d issue vi
$112 34, Augusta $111.16, Westbrook last year. Mrs. Earle C. Perry was that fountain of information, the
$110 78, and last—^Rocklahd1 $10616. in general charge of the sale and
1945 edition of the Old Farmer’s
Rcckland therefore occupies the
had the assistance of her committee Almanac.
unenviable position of being at the
consisting of Mrs. Ralph Clark, Mrs.
Yes, sir„ the almanac's expert
bottom of the list of all Maine Christopher Roberts, Mrs. Raymond
prognosticator, known cnly as "Mr.
cities its size or larger, with one ex
L. Pendleton, Mrs. Carl Griffith, Weatherwise," predicts “this Win
ception.
Mrs. A. Douglas Bisbee, Jr., Mrs. ter will be turbulent,’’ with the
Of course cost does not necessarily A. Douglas Bisbee, Jr., Mrs. Rex
measure quality. However, any Garrett. Mrs. Oliver Ingraham and worst of it coming in late February.
In case you are one of those who
citizen who wishes to take the Leforest A. Thurston.
are
inclined to scoff at longrange
trouble cf inquiring of our local
Prizes of $1 went to Faith Melvin predictions, “Mr. Weatherwise" re
educational authorities will ascer who brought in $13.31, and Eliza
tain that our schools are greatly beth Herrick, who turned in $13.07, minds you of his forecast a year
handicapped because of insufficient and prizes of 50 cents went to Glen ago that the Winter would be “mild
financial support. In this world we ice Thompson who brought in $12.37 er than last—and probably milder
usually get what we pay for—often and Evelyn Pendleton, who turned than most.”
He offers numerous proofs of his
less, but rarely more. Rockland is in $11.27. These prizes were donated
veracity, winding up with “the
paying for poor educational facili by L. A Thurston.
official temperature data on Feb
ties and getting them.
Prizes for each troop were: Mrs.
This does not mean that our city Ingraham’s Brownies, Carol Clarke, 29 revealed “reparture from normal
government should immediately in and Sylvia Treneer; Mrs. Griffith’s since Jan. 1, was 148 degrees warm
crease the Rockland property tax Brownies. Joan Talbot and Marion er than usual.” This means that
rate to provide the necessary facili Talbot; 5th Grade, Marie Whalen above normal readings taken from
ties—our local property tax should and Alice Crie; 6th Grade, Betty day to day in that period added up
be reduced, not increased, because Libby and Caroline Harriman; 7th to 148.
Robert B. Thomas founded the
it is already over-worked. This Grace, Dea Perry and Beverly
does mean that additional income Brewer; 8th Grade, Barbara Jack- Old Farmer’s Almanac and his
style has been perpetuated through
from sources other than the prop son and Marion Tracy.
the years, even to the friendly and
erty tax is necessary, as set forth in
Other girls selling were; Beverly
Chapter two of this Survey, and Manning, Ann Ludwig. Jane Pendle timely advice tc the farmers.
Geared chiefly to New England
education is one of the most im ton, Flora Manning, Margaret Gris
portant reasons why such additional pi, Barbara Boynton, Barbara Dan weather, the Almanac carries tables
sources of income are vitally neces iels, Louise Priest, Carolyn Chis by which all other parts of the
sary—now.
holm, Beverly Brewer, Dorothy Cur country can figure the rising and
Our present State equalization tis,. Barbara Jackson, Joan Clough, setting of the sun, the moon and
law does net begin to meet the Evie Smith, Nancy Leach, Janice the planets, within a five-minute
educational needs of Maine. It does Fickett,
Hunt, Elizabeth Carr, degree of accuracy.
not “equalize,’’ because it is based Gloria Joyce
Robb Sagendorf, editor cf the
Sewall, Charlotte Dean,
on number of teachers and the Jeannine Leach, Betty Griffith, Al publication, reminds that he is
school census rather than on any
operating under difficulties, what
freda Perry, Sylvia Davis, Patty
adequate measure of need. The
with most of his regular staff now
Bisbee, Patricia Griffith, Betty Fow
proper way to “equalize” would' be
in
the armed services. There is no
ler, Christine Roberts, Alice Chap
payment by the State to each com les, Diane Spurling, Mary Libby, information about the 1944 nation
munity of the difference between Jackie Messer, Celia Crie, Jackie al elections, “because press time
the ccst of a reasonable minimum
Snow, Miriam Mosher, Beverly can’t wait.”
foundation program and the reve
It’s going to be cold in January,
nue derived locally from a reason Manning, Audrey Hooper, Jeanette and the old farmer suggests that Is
Bisbee, Betty Long and Grace
able and the same property tax rate
the time to look over the family
Thompson.
applied to the property in each
Mrs. Perry in behalf of the coun budget.
community
The fondness with
“Let ma help ycu,” he advises, “it
thanks all who assisted in mak
which State officials refer to edu cil,
takes
the grindstone to sharpen the
cation as a “State and not a local ing Apple Day successful, and axe. If you can’t budget all the
function" would seem in all logic to especially the following who contri farm and household expenses with
carry with it the assumption by the buted toward the purchase of apples something left over for Uncle Sam
Silby’s Flower Shop. Karl M. Leigh
State cf at least a more reasonable
ton, Paramount Restarant, Greg- and the mortgage, better get out the
proportion of the cost of perform
ry’s, Bettefan Shop, Stonington pencil again ”
ing the function; that is exactly
February will start with cold
Furniture Company, Perry’s Market
what is proposed in Chapter two.
weather
and later will have an
Main Street Hard
The Rockland school census over Senter-Crane,
eastern
storm,
old farmer asserts,
the last eleven years has ranged ware Company, Fox Lunch. Vesper finally warming up. Then comes
A. Leach, Daniels Jewelers, Chis
from a high of 2386 in 1934 to a holm
Brothers Store and Cutler's. March—time to mend your fences
low of 1.9C4 in 1944. We wonder If
and get ready for Spring plowing.
the 1944 figure Is correct, as it is a
An so on through the remaining
sharp drop, and point out that any
months of 1944—“plowing in April,
inefficiency in taking the school
repairing the lanes in May and
census cost the city $1.91 for every
hang up a dead crow in the garden,
person overlooked.
Taking the And Mr. Philbrick Doesn’t get in the early hay mowing in
school census should always be by a
Think He Can Get Ahead June: watch those weeds and use
qualified person under direction of
your flshpole, with your boy, in
Of A Jay See
Superintendent of Schcols and not
July; take In some auctions in Aug
considered a political "plum."
ust; don’t miss the county fair in
Rockland, Nov. 8.
Tctal Slate Aid' for Rockland
September; watch the market report
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette
schcols last year was $18,929.36,
fcT your October harvest, get the
I can not get ahead of A Jay house tight for the Winter."
divided $13,879 36 from “State
See.
He can tell some big ones
School Fund,” $1,000 for physical
In December “square off those
Patricktown is situated about 16 debts,
education. $3,000 for vocational
if you would close the year
training, $500 general aid fo? miles east of Augusta, bounded on in peace. Remember others less
manual arts and $500 general aid the North by Palermo, Waldo fortunate than yourself and study
for Home Economics. The “State County; on the west by Windsor, how best to be helpful and neigh
School Fund" allowance of $13,- Kennebec; on the east by Washing borly. It takes good neighbors to
879 38 consisted of (1) $190 per ton, Knox County.
make a good neighborhood.”
My old farm where I lived and
teacher for 38 elementary positions.
119176 secondary positions and 1.8 stubbed my toes when barefoot, was 1837. Elisha Sherman was the first
special positions, and (2) $191 for in the comer of the town, joining postmaster
E. H. Philbrick
each of 2,122 persons in the school Windsor and Palermo. It was handy
when I saw the sheriff coming; I
census.
could jump over the, fence into an
SOUTH HOPE
(To Be Continued)
other county and make a getaway.
Mr. and Mrs’ Albert Heath have
The town was named for Orrin moved to Camden for the Winter.
Patrick who arrived there about the
Pvt. Eugene Dunbar left Wednes
same time as my grandfather, Wil day for South Carolina alter pass
liam F. Lewis. They were among the ing a 10-day furlough with his fa
first settlers. Mr. Patrick died in ther. Charles Dunbar.
1875 and is buried in the family lot
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Harris and
there. He has a granite monument son Carl of Rutland, Mass., spentJ
Uncle Sam need* about 12 feet high, surrounded by the week-end with her parents, Mr.
used food cans. woods which tower many feet above and Mrs. Charles Taylor.
Mrs. Albert Heath of Camden re
RemovE labels, wash, flatten. Put it.
The town was incorporated in the , cently passed a day with Mrs. Er
In separate container next to your
60 s and ha* its first post office inj nest Hastings.
trash can. Save for local pickua

Tells Seme Big Ones

OH Eating Places

Mr. Broadbent Takes Us To
Another, and Raves About
Kidney <6tews
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The basement er ?I’toncock's on
Park Row. w”h its bunch of rough
neck waiters. wa« not the cnly place
in New York famous for its corned1
beef.
Lyon's restaurant on the Bowery
was also ncted for this delectable
food, accompanied—not by beans as
at the former place, but by the tenderest young green cabbage cooked
with the meat. I dined at Lyon's
more than 50 years ago and1 have
been there,, many times since. Its
reputation for serving the best has
bpen maintained.
v
Some years ago a friend of mine
was dining at a restaurant in Chi
cago and got into a discussion about
foed with a man dining at the
same table. My friend praised the
corned beef and cabbage to be had
at Lyon's in New York, and the
man he was addressing said that
some day he might be in New York
and if so he would like to receive
an invitation to partake of the
corned beef and cabbage at 'Lyon’s
My friend said he would be delight
ed to extend the invitation at any
time
About four years later my New
York friend received a telephone
call, in which he was asked if he
recalled making a date while in
Chicago for a visit to Lyon’s res
taurant on the Bowery in New
York to partake of corned beef and
cabbage
The next day the two repaired

to Lyon's. What the visitor from
AERO QUIZ
By AERonco
Chicago did to the corned beef and
cabbage was something to talk
/. WHAT FAMOUS AMERICAN MAI GFNERAL
v XwhktTsthe'nickname]
OF THE FIRST BOMBER'
IS CONSIDERED THE WORLD'S GREATEST
about He was a big man. but he
PRECISION FLIER?
«
got away with a second serving
without the slightest difficulty fin
ishing with an extra cut of pie. He
said that of all the corned beef and
cabbage he had ever eaten Lyon’s
was the best. He was in New York
for some weeks and made several
visits to the restaurant before re
turning home.
All of 50 years ago there was lo
cated alongside Brooklyn Bridge an
eating place that did a tremendous
business. It was never Closed, op
erating on a 24 hour day. It con
sisted of one long room with a
kitchen adjoining and specialized
in beef stew and kidney stew. And
what beef stew and kidney stew!
The meat was accompanied by po
tatoes, carrots and onions and with
cloves for added flavor. The stew
was served piping hot. with two
thick slices of bread. With the ad
dition of a large cup of coffee or tea
the cost was 15 cents.
I am very fond of kidney stew
and had many a meal at this place
near Brooklyn Bridge. Everything
about the place was neat and the
service was good. When you got
1- MAJ. GEN. CLAIRE I. CHENNAULT. NOW SERVING AS COMMANDER OF THE
outside a good-sized dish of either
CHINA AIR TASK. FORCES.
2. jack the ripper.
of these famous stews, you knew
3- MRS.T.W. EVANS GAVE BIRTH WHILE FLVING OVER MIAMI, FLA., IN 1929.
that you had something sustaining
4. ABILITY lb LAND ON WATER WITHOUT LOSS OF SPEED ANP MANEUVERABIL
inside of you, you could feel it. A
ITY HAS GIVEN THE AEPONCA'GRASSHOPPE
THAT DISTINCTION.
finishing touch would have been a
teaspoonful. of real Worcestershire
sauce. If I were really hungry, if it at least five cents each.
S. Newton Broadbent
could be had now, I would prefer a
Rockland, Nov. 3.
dose of that kidney stew to the best
meal to be had1 in a restaurant to
day. I recall that in these days
Buy War Bonds and Stamps
lamb kidneys were two for one cent.
Today, if they can be had, they cost
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BUY MORE WAR BONDS

CUTLER’S
a?

SAVINGS

TWO DAY SALE

A

Wed. & Thurs.

AND

AS

Scott Furriers Sells More Fur Coats
Than Any Other Store in New England
Choose From Hundreds of

SCOTT SUPER-BUILT
(Registered)

DEPENDABLE FUR COATS
$

129

20% tax Included

MINK BLEND MUSKRATS
SABLE BLEND MUSKRATS
SILVERTONE DYED MUSKRATS
NATURAL SILVER MUSKRATS
LET OUT RACCOONS
BLACK DYED PERSIAN LAMB PAW
DYED SKUNKS
SKUNK DYED OPOSSUMS

BLACK DYED KIDSKINS
DYED CARACUL PAWS'

*

Other Super-Bilt fur coats priced from
$149 to $699
YES! Enjoy the Scott Unique
ment plan . . . charge or budget.

pay

Trade in your old fur coat and we will
give you a liberal allowance.

CUTLER'S
■P

SAYS NOW IS THE

TIME TO BUY!

,A small deposit reserves your choice of the fur

r

